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development assistance is a 
precious resource. the World 
Bank group needs to assure 
its shareholder governments, 
developing world partners, and 
other stakeholders that we will 
exercise the utmost fiduciary 
responsibility to safeguard  
the funds entrusted to us. We  
owe this responsibility to the 
people we are seeking to assist. 

Corruption, if unchecked, can erode confidence among 
donors and beneficiaries, leading to skepticism about the 
effectiveness of international development and, ultimately,  
jeopardizing our very mission: overcoming poverty and 
building inclusive and sustainable growth and opportunity.

the ugly face of corruption is the village that does not 
have a school or health clinic because officials have 
stolen the money that would have constructed them. It is 
medicines that do not cure —or may even kill—because 
someone has diluted them or substituted counterfeit 
drugs. It is the foreign company that pays bribes to get 
preferred concessions or contracts, costing poor countries 
in diminished goods and services. It is the aid official who 
betrays the trust of his colleagues, and the people he is 
charged to assist, to receive financial favors. And it is the 
student who drops out of school rather than submit to an 
instructor’s demand to “purchase” course notes that are a 
prerequisite to a passing grade and a better life. 

over the past decade, the World Bank group has 
recognized corruption as one of the greatest obstacles to 
economic and social development. Corruption benefits the 
privileged at the expense of the poor, while at the same 
time sabotaging policies and programs aimed at promot-
ing economic growth and overcoming poverty. entrenched 
corruption has a corrosive effect on people’s trust in 
government institutions, which weakens public services. 

In 1996, president Jim Wolfensohn publicly acknowledged 
that the Bank group’s lending programs were vulnerable 
to “the cancer of corruption” and called for action. In the 

ten years since the Board of executive directors endorsed 
the World Bank group’s first anticorruption strategy, the 
Bank group has made significant progress in the fight 
against corruption. the Bank group has also taken steps 
to address the broader governance-related issues that can 
allow corruption to flourish. 

In 2001, the World Bank group established the 
department of Institutional Integrity (Int) to investigate 
allegations of fraud and corruption in Bank-financed 
projects as well as possible staff misconduct. 

Int’s findings have underscored the need for a strong 
focus on anticorruption. the results of investigations and 
detailed Implementation Reviews—substantive analyses 
of documents, processes, and contract implementation 
to identify indicators of fraud and corruption throughout 
selected projects—have revealed serious weaknesses in 
implementation, particularly in the area of procurement. 
this report describes some of these investigative findings, 
and it explains how the World Bank group is taking 
action to hold wrongdoers accountable; to address risks  
in our lending programs; and to hold our staff to the  
highest professional standards.

to be successful, the fight against corruption and for better 
governance must be waged by all World Bank group 
units, not just Int. other principal offices pursuing our 
broader engagement in governance and anticorruption 
include the poverty Reduction and economic management 
(pRem) network; the World Bank Institute; operations 
policy and Country services (opCs); the legal vice 
presidency; and the Bank group’s regional staff. In order 
to be most effective, the Bank also works with numerous 
external stakeholders, including other multilateral and 
bilateral development institutions, civil society, and the 
private sector.

In fiscal year 2007, with the advocacy of president paul 
Wolfowitz, the Bank group’s Board unanimously endorsed 
a new strategy entitled “strengthening World Bank group 
engagement on governance and Anticorruption.” the 
strategy’s three pillars are to:
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build capable, transparent, and accountable institu-■■

tions through assistance to countries; 

minimize corruption in Bank-funded projects by ■■

assessing corruption risk in projects upstream, actively 
investigating allegations of fraud and corruption, and 
strengthening project oversight and supervision; and

expand global partnerships to address corruption.■■

Attacking corruption is critical to achieving the Bank 
group’s overarching mission of helping people overcome 
poverty by creating opportunity and hope. Corruption 
distorts the rule of law and weakens the institutional 
foundation on which economic growth depends. In 
fy07, the World Bank group’s public sector support  
to governance and rule of law was $3.8 billion—$3.4 
billion for governance, and $424 million to support 
improvements in the rule of law. this comprised 15.5 
percent of total Bank group lending. As we implement  
the new governance and Anticorruption strategy, these 
activities should increase.

As we scale up our broader engagement in governance, 
the Bank group will remain vigilant against fraud and 
corruption. the World Bank group needs a strong and 
independent investigative function. this core capability 
is essential to ensuring that our operations maximize 
development effectiveness; it is also vital to the institution’s 
credibility as a trustworthy steward of financial resources.

We recognize that we can improve and sharpen our 
efforts. to create an independent assessment of our  
work in this vital area, president Wolfowitz asked former 
federal Reserve Chairman paul volcker to lead a panel 
of five experienced and accomplished professionals from 
around the world to assess the performance of our internal 
investigative capability, its working relationships within the 
Bank group, and how we could strengthen both. As this 
report goes to press, the World Bank group is reviewing 
the recommendations of the Independent Review panel, 
which we hope will lead us to wage the fight against  
corruption with even greater effectiveness and fairness. 

the activities described in this report pre-date my arrival 
to the World Bank. however, on behalf of the institution, 
I would like to express my deep gratitude to those who 
made these accomplishments possible, both within and 
outside the Bank group. In particular, I wish to thank the 
Audit Committee and Board of executive directors; the 
dedicated and professional staff and management of the 
Integrity department, who have operated with admirable 
conviction and independence; the Bank group’s legal 
vice presidency; the previous sanctions Committee and 
new sanctions Board; and civil society organizations, 
such as transparency International, that both critique and 
support our work. the World Bank deeply appreciates the 
courage and determination of the individuals—including 
Bank group staff, private citizens, and public officials—
who came forward with allegations of fraud and corrup-
tion and helped us protect the integrity of our projects.

Robert B. Zoellick
president
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fiscal year 2007 was an extremely productive and 
successful period for the department of Institutional 
Integrity (Int). Among the many achievements over the 
year, we were able to formally launch the voluntary 
disclosure program, harmonize our investigative practices 
with other International financial Institutions, launch an 
unprecedented number of detailed Implementation Reviews 
(dIRs), and close a significant volume of complex and 
multifaceted investigations. 

At the same time, the year presented a multitude of daunt-
ing challenges for Int, and for the World Bank group 
as a whole. While our investigative activities increased, 
we had to expend a sizeable amount of time and energy 
responding to an independent review of our department’s 
work and effectiveness. At the same time, the institution 
was rocked by a leadership crisis—a crisis that also 
resulted in a high degree of additional pressure on Int. 

these challenges make the year’s accomplishments all 
the more impressive, as they were achieved in the face 
of extreme adversity. I would therefore like to express my 
strong gratitude to the hard-working staff and manage-
ment team of Int. their dedication, commitment, skill 
and courage are helping this department make a critical 
contribution to the World Bank group’s efforts to help our 
member countries achieve development effectiveness. this 
report cannot adequately describe the long missions,  
grueling hours, and extreme circumstances under which 
the Int team must work in order to deliver on its mandate. 
they are true professionals, and their work deserves to  
be recognized. 

In addition, the department would like to express its 
thanks to our colleagues in the legal vice presidency for 
the strong and continuing partnership. Int is also grate-
ful for the support and cooperation of other colleagues 
across the Bank group, particularly Regional manage-
ment and the human Resources department. 

As the institution works to implement the Bank group’s 
new governance and Anticorruption strategy, Int looks 
forward to making an even greater contribution to the 
Bank group’s overall mission of poverty reduction, by 
continuing our work in ensuring that the Bank group’s 
resources go to their intended beneficiaries, and by  
helping to deter future wrongdoing. 

Working together constructively with our colleagues 
across the World Bank group—and with our development 
partners, borrower countries, civil society, and the  
private sector—we can make even further strides in 
diminishing the devastating effects that fraud and  
corruption have on the capacity of societies to lift  
themselves out of poverty. 

Suzanne Rich Folsom 
Counselor to the president and 
director, department of Institutional Integrity
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ACS Administrative and Client support
ADB Asian development Bank
AfDB African development Bank
CCI Centralized Case Intake unit
CFP Concessional finance and global partnerships
CRS Conflict Resolution system
CSR Controller’s, strategy and Resource management
DfID department for International development  

(united Kingdom) 
DIR detailed Implementation Review
EBC office of ethics and Business Conduct
EBRD european Bank for Reconstruction and development
ED executive director
EIB european Investment Bank
EO evaluation and suspension officer
FIR final Investigative Report
FPESP free primary education support project
FY fiscal year
GAAP governance and Accountability Action plan
GAC governance and Anticorruption
GSD general services department
HR human Resources
HRVP vice president, human Resources
IAD Internal Audit department
IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and 

development
ICB International Competitive Bidding
IDA International development Agency
IDB Inter-American development Bank

IEG Independent evaluation group
IFC International finance Corporation
IFI International financial Institution
INT department of Institutional Integrity
INTIS Institutional Integrity Information system
KESSP Kenya education sector support program
MDB multilateral development Bank
MEDEF french Confederation of Business enterprises
MIGA multilateral Investment guarantee Agency
NCB national Competitive Bidding
NGO non-governmental organization
NOSP notice of sanctions proceedings
OECD organisation for economic Co-operation  

and development
OLAF european Anti-fraud office
OPCS operations and Country services
PACI partnership Against Corruption Initiatives  

(World economic forum)
PIR preliminary Inquiry Report
PMU project management unit
PRG partial Risk guarantee
STC short-term Consultant
TI transparency International
TOC trust fund Quality Assurance and Compliance
TOR terms of Reference
UN united nations
VDP voluntary disclosure program
WBG World Bank group
WBI World Bank Institute

ABBRevIAtIons & ACRonyms
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fIsCAl yeAR 2007: A yeAR of  
ACtIon In the WoRld BAnK’s fIght 
AgAInst CoRRuptIon

this annual report covers a year in which the World Bank 
group undertook several important steps to strengthen its 
commitment to fighting corruption and to helping improve 
governance around the globe. It was also a year in which 
the Bank group’s department of Institutional Integrity (Int) 
achieved a number of significant successes in its work to 
ensure that the Bank group’s limited financial resources 
are directed to the intended beneficiaries, as enshrined in 
the institution’s Articles of Agreement.

governance and Anticorruption strategy

In fiscal year 2007 (fy07), the World Bank group’s 
Board of executive directors unanimously endorsed a 
new governance and Anticorruption (gAC) strategy 
which aims to heighten the institution’s focus on these 
areas as an integral part of its work to reduce poverty 
and promote economic growth. the strategy calls for the 
Bank group to increase its engagement in governance 
and anticorruption in three key areas: supporting country 
efforts; addressing fraud and corruption in Bank group 
operations; and building global partnerships. Among the 
strategy’s recommendations, the gAC calls for the Bank 
group to step up the inclusion of appropriate fraud and 
corruption mitigation measures in project design, drawing 
on lessons from Int investigations regarding effective 
anticorruption safeguards and due diligence. the gAC 
also recommends wider dissemination of Int findings 
and emerging good practices and increased training  
and sensitization of task teams in how to spot “red flag” 
indicators of fraud and corruption. 

voluntary disclosure program and  
sanctions Reform

the Bank group’s Board also approved two other 
important anticorruption initiatives in fy07, both directed 
toward private-sector actors that have engaged in fraud 
and corruption related to Bank-financed projects: a 

voluntary disclosure program and a broad new set of 
reforms to the Bank group’s sanctions regime. 

the voluntary disclosure program (vdp) is a proactive 
anticorruption tool designed to identify corrupt and 
fraudulent schemes and patterns in Bank group-financed 
activities through the voluntary cooperation of participating 
firms and individuals. managed by Int, the vdp allows 
entities who have engaged in past fraud and corruption 
to avoid administrative sanctions if they disclose all prior 
wrongdoing and satisfy standardized, non-negotiable terms 
and conditions. lessons learned through the program will 
be applied to mitigate risks more effectively in future Bank 
group-supported operations.

the reforms to the Bank group’s sanctions regime, which 
Int was significantly involved in designing, will help 
ensure uniform compliance with the highest ethical stan-
dards in all aspects of Bank-financed projects across the 
world. these standards will help level the playing field 
among companies and individuals involved in Bank 
group-supported activities. 

these two initiatives, which will greatly increase Int’s 
ability to gain information about corrupt practices as they 
affect Bank group activities and help the institution hold 
wrongdoers accountable, were approved by the Bank 
group’s Board at a meeting on August 1, 2006. At this 
session, the Board requested an external review of Int 
in order to ensure that the department was operating as 
effectively as possible. this review, which was completed 
in september 2007, was conducted by a panel of experts 
headed by paul volcker, former Chairman of the united 
states federal Reserve, who led the Independent Inquiry 
Committee into the united nations oil-for-food programme. 

the Independent Review panel has reviewed and evalu-
ated several aspects of Int’s work, including its mandate, 
authorities, policies, procedures, practices, independence, 
reporting lines, and oversight mechanisms. throughout 
much of fy07, Int had to devote a significant amount of 
time and energy preparing for and responding to requests 
concerning this review. 

exeCutIve summARy
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As the Independent Review panel’s report was issued in 
fiscal year 2008, and the institution is currently reviewing 
its recommendations, this report does not reflect the find-
ings of the review.

sanctions-Related Activities

In fiscal year 2007, the Bank group implemented a 
number of important changes to the institution’s sanctions 
procedures that were approved by the Bank group’s 
Board in fiscal year 2004. one key modification was 
the replacement of the Bank group’s previous sanctions 
Committee—comprised of only Bank group staff—with a 
sanctions Board that includes external parties. 

Another was the creation of an “evaluation and 
suspension officer” position for each of IBRd/IdA, IfC, 
mIgA and Bank partial Risk guarantees, who is to evalu-
ate the evidence presented by Int and decide whether the 
case against the respondent has been substantiated.1 the 
evaluation and suspension officer also has the authority to 
temporarily suspend a private sector entity in a sanctions 
proceeding pending final resolution of the case and to 
recommend a sanction to be imposed on a respondent, 
which sanction would become effective if the respondent 
elects not to contest the allegations against it by appealing 
to the sanctions Board. the transition period between 
the sanctions Committee and the new sanctioning bodies 
(consisting of the sanctions Board and the evaluation and 
suspension officers) took longer than expected, causing 
a temporary slowdown in the institution’s ability to move 
sanctions proceedings forward.

Because of the delay in the implementation of the sanctions 
reform, the department participated in only one sanctions 
hearing during the fiscal year, which was held under the 
previous sanctions Committee procedures;2 once the new 
sanctions system was in place, Int presented two new 
cases to the IBRd/IdA evaluation and suspension officer 
in fy07, involving over 50 respondents. 

In fy07, the previous sanctions Committee provided its 
recommendation to the president for a final decision on a 

significant case that had been heard by the Committee in 
fy06. on november 3, 2006, the Bank group declared 
lahmeyer International gmbh (lahmeyer), a german 
company, ineligible to be awarded Bank-financed con-
tracts for a period of seven years because of corrupt 
activities in connection with the lesotho highlands Water 
project (lhWp). the sanctions Committee recommended 
that the period of ineligibility may be reduced by four 
years if the Bank group determines that the company 
has met specific compliance conditions and fully cooper-
ated with the Bank group in disclosing past sanctionable 
misconduct. this was the first time that the sanctions 
Committee provided an incentive for private sector entities 
to reform their internal compliance process—a result that 
has been advocated by Int. 

Joint IfI Anticorruption task force

fy07 was also a year that saw an unprecedented agree-
ment among the International financial Institutions (IfIs) 
to harmonize their approaches in investigating fraud and 
corruption in their lending operations. from fy06 into 
fy07, an IfI task force comprised of representatives of 
the African development Bank, Asian development Bank, 
european Bank for Reconstruction and development, 
european Investment Bank, Inter-American development 
Bank, International monetary fund, and the World  
Bank group worked to develop a common approach to 
preventing and combating fraud and corruption in the 
activities and operations of their respective institutions. 
Int was appointed representative to the task force by 
the World Bank’s president. 

on september 17, 2006, the IfI task force Joint 
framework was announced at the World Bank/Imf 
Annual meetings in singapore. this agreement repre-
sents a significant step forward, as it allows all IfIs to 
work according to the same set of standards and proce-
dures. the Joint framework provides new harmonized 
definitions of fraudulent and corrupt practices, principles 
and guidelines for investigations, and the promotion  
of information exchange across the institutions, among 
other measures. 

1  A case is “substantiated” when the evidence is reasonably sufficient to show that the alleged misconduct was committed; it is “unfounded” when the evidence 
is reasonably sufficient to show that the alleged misconduct did not occur; and it is “unsubstantiated” when the evidence is inconclusive or the allegation is 
unsupported, vague and ambiguous to warrant review.

2  this case resulted in the debarment of two firms in early fy08 by the new sanctions Board: nestor pharmaceuticals ltd. (nestor) and pure pharma ltd. (pure 
pharma). nestor was debarred for a period of three years and pure pharma was debarred for one year because of collusive practices in connection with the 
Bank-financed Reproductive and Child health project (RCh I) in India.
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As a result of this agreement among the IfIs, the 
european Bank for Reconstruction and development 
(eBRd) in february 2007 took the unprecedented step  
of debarring lahmeyer International based on Int’s 
investigative findings and the World Bank’s debarment 
of the firm. the ineligibility will apply until lahmeyer has 
implemented an anticorruption program satisfactory to the 
eBRd. the eBRd’s cross-debarment of lahmeyer marked 
the first time a multilateral development Bank (mdB) took 
such mutual enforcement action, a move with the poten-
tial to significantly increase the deterrent effect of each 
mdB’s sanctions process. 

detailed Implementation Reviews

over the fiscal year, Int greatly increased its use of a 
proactive diagnostic tool called the detailed Implementa-
tion Review, or dIR. the dIR was developed in 2001 to 
evaluate Bank-financed projects for indicators of fraud 
and corruption and to assess the robustness of the Bank 
group’s anticorruption control mechanisms to prevent, 
detect, and respond to them. using forensic accounting 
and investigative techniques, a dIR examines a project’s 
procurement, financial management and implementation 
processes for indicators of fraud and corruption. Although 
there are similarities, a dIR is not an Int investigation in 
the traditional sense. 

Int completed two dIRs in fy07, in Kenya and vietnam, 
and shared the findings with the Bank group’s Regional 
management for the respective countries and with the 
country governments themselves, in order to allow for 
learning opportunities. In addition to these completed 
dIRs—twice as many as any other fiscal year—Int under-
took a dIR of five projects across the Bank group’s health 
portfolio in India. this dIR was the most complex and 
labor-intensive undertaking ever initiated within Int. the 
India dIR team involved the work of dozens of Int staff, 
consultants, and subject matter experts. It also involved 
the collection and detailed review of thousands of project 
procurement files; hundreds of complaints; and large 
volumes of Bank group appraisal documents, audits, and 
operational reports. In addition, the dIR undertook visits 

to more than one hundred field sites across multiple dis-
tricts in five Indian states. A report with recommendations 
will be issued in fiscal year 2008.

lessons learned and operational Advice

fy07 saw a marked increase in Int’s sharing of “lessons 
learned” from past investigations, as well as in the provi-
sion of operational advice on projects under preparation. 
Int was asked by task teams to review numerous project 
Appraisal documents to assess whether they include appro-
priate risk mitigation measures. Among the success stories 
of fy07 is the support Int provided to the development 
of a risk assessment and mitigation plan for the Colombia 
la guajira Water project. the task team had developed a 
rigorous governance risk assessment and mitigation plan 
that received strong and explicit support by a wide range 
of Board members. Int also greatly stepped up the number 
of workshops and training sessions provided to operational 
colleagues on “red flags” and risk assessments receiving 
widely positive reviews from participants. 

Int Investigative Activities during fiscal  
year 2007

In fiscal year 2007, Int closed a total of 301 cases, ■■

including both external cases (fraud and corruption 
in Bank-financed projects) and internal cases (alleged 
staff misconduct), an increase of 60 cases from fy06; 

the total carryover of open cases into fy08 was ■■

232 cases, a decrease of 62 cases (21 percent) 
from the carryover into fy07 and the lowest year-
end total since fy02;

Int’s external unit closed 149 cases in fy07, one ■■

more than in fiscal year 2006. of these, 85 were 
fully investigated; the balance were either referred or 
closed as low priority;

of the fully investigated external cases, 33 (39 per-■■

cent) were found to be substantiated; 44 (52 percent) 
unsubstantiated; and eight (9 percent) unfounded;
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Int’s Internal unit closed 152 cases—the highest ■■

number in four fiscal years and an increase of 63 
percent over fy06; 

of the 152 cases closed, 38 were referred to others ■■

in the institution for action and 114 were investigated;

of the 114 cases investigated, 51 (45 percent) were ■■

found to be substantiated, 38 (33 percent) unsubstan-
tiated, and 25 (22 percent) unfounded;

As a result of the substantiated investigations, the ■■

human Resources vice president terminated and/or 
barred from rehire 22 staff members and imposed 
other disciplinary measures on 22 additional staff 
members with sanctions ranging from salary reduc-
tions, demotions, and letters of reprimand to training. 
the number of substantiated cases includes three 
cases of sexual harassment, wherein the staff mem-
bers were all terminated for such behavior;

Int made nine referrals to borrower countries and ■■

other donors in fy07, but challenges remain;

these exceptional numbers were achieved notwith-■■

standing the resources that Int had to devote to the 

Independent Review panel, the India dIR and the 
collateral issues regarding the leadership crisis in the 
fourth quarter of this fiscal year. 

Conclusion

While fy07 was a noteworthy year in the World Bank’s 
work on governance and anticorruption, it was also a 
period that presented significant challenges to the institu-
tion. during the latter half of the fiscal year, the Bank 
group underwent a leadership crisis that was extremely 
testing for the Bank group’s Board, its management, and 
its staff. this crisis highlighted the importance of main-
taining the highest standards in governance, both within 
the organization and with our borrowers, in order for the 
institution to remain credible and viable going forward. 

As the World Bank continues to deliver on its mission  
of helping reduce poverty and foster economic growth,  
so must the vital work of Int continue. the findings  
from external and internal investigations, dIRs, and the 
vdp all clearly point to the fact that an independent 
and effective investigative office, able to deliver on its 
mandate without interference, is critically important 
for the Bank group’s staff, shareholders, and project 
beneficiaries. 
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Corruption is a cancer that steals from the 

poor, eats away at governance and moral 

fiber, and destroys trust. the challenge for 

the World Bank is how best to diagnose, 

determine, and clean out corruption in concert 

with developing and developed countries.

Robert B. Zoellick, President
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sCope And puRpose of thIs RepoRt

this Report on the activities of the department of Institutional 
Integrity (Int) covers the fiscal year 2007 (July 1, 2006 –  
June 30, 2007). It is a public document3 that covers the 
World Bank group’s4 internal and external investigations 
and sanctions. the report also discusses proactive new 
instruments such as the voluntary disclosure program(vdp)  
and the detailed Implementation Review (dIR), two inno-
vative anticorruption tools introduced by Int in recent 
years that further strengthen the Bank group’s effectiveness 
in preventing fraudulent and corrupt activities. 

the report is specifically aimed at increasing the transpar-
ency of the work of the Integrity department and serves as 
the basis of discussion with stakeholders in the public and 
private sector. Int’s main challenge in this respect is to 
carefully balance transparency of investigative findings and 
the confidentiality of those who have assisted Int in the 
investigative effort, often in very challenging environments, 
as well as the integrity of the investigative process. In this 
regard, Int works within a Bank group policy framework 
including the World Bank’s staff Rules, legal opinions and 
the Bank group’s disclosure policy (see Box 1). 

the BAnK gRoup’s goveRnAnCe 
And AntICoRRuptIon effoRts 

In recent years corruption has been identified as one 
of the most important obstacles to economic growth in 
developing countries. promoting good governance and 
combating corruption are key to achieving the World 
Bank’s mission of poverty reduction by ensuring that 
funds are used for their intended purposes.

While the Bank group has its own administrative defini-
tions of fraudulent and corrupt practices (see Box 2),  
corruption is generally defined as the abuse of public 
office for private gain. Corrupt practices within Bank-
financed projects touch multiple areas, including procure-
ment, financial management and project implementation. 
Corruption is most pervasive in, but certainly not limited  
to, countries with weak or poor governance.5 

I. IntRoduCtIon

Disclosure of Investigative Findings

By publicly reporting aggregate investigative out-
comes, Int’s Annual Integrity Reports show that the 
institution takes allegations of fraud and corruption in 
its projects seriously and that the Bank group’s staff 
are held to a high professional standard. similarly, 
Int has continued to highlight the number of cases in 
which Int has fully cleared staff members, to under-
score the role of Int as an unbiased, neutral, and 
impartial finder of fact. these reports have also noted 
that the number of Bank group staff facing miscon-
duct allegations at any given time amount to less than 
one percent of the total Bank group workforce. 

the World Bank group staff Rules govern the 
disclosure and dissemination of Int investigative 
findings on internal cases. under these rules, Int 
is restricted from disclosing case-specific outcomes 
of substantiated cases for which disciplinary mea-
sures are imposed to any parties, except the 
complainant(s) involved in the particular case. Any 
discretion on disclosure of information related to 
such cases to parties other than a complainant is 
explicitly reserved for the vice president of human 
Resources, the president, the legal vice presidency 
or the president of the Administrative tribunal. 

With regard to the investigative findings on exter-
nal cases, the Bank group publishes decisions 
made by the sanctions Board on the basis of Int 
findings. Int is not authorized to disclose the ratio-
nale underlying the Board’s decision. In addition, 
under the current interpretation of Bank group’s 
disclosure policy, the decision to disclose Int final 
investigative reports and detailed Implementation 
Reviews (dIRs) beyond the Bank group’s president 
and Regional vice presidents is made by the senior 
management on a case-by-case basis. 

the Independent Review panel has provided 
recommendations on the Bank group’s disclosure 
policies, which the Bank group is now considering. 

3  this was mandated by the Board of executive directors in July 2004.
  
4  the World Bank group consists of the International Bank for Reconstruction and development (IBRd), International development Association (IdA), International 

finance Corporation (IfC), multilateral Investment guarantee Agency (mIgA), and the International Centre for settlement of Investment disputes (ICsId).

5  Kaufmann, daniel, Aart Kraay and massimo mastruzzi (2007). “governance matters vI:  Aggregate and Individual governance Indicators for 1996-2006. 
World Bank policy Research Working paper no. 4280. Washington, d.C.
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on march 20, 2007, the Bank group’s Board approved 
a strategy paper entitled “Strengthening Bank Group 
Engagement in Governance and Anticorruption” (gAC) 
(see also page 61). this strategy aims to help countries 
develop capable and accountable institutions that can 
devise and implement sound policies, provide public 
services, set the rules governing markets, and combat 
corruption. It sets out a framework of activities with the 
intention to streamline governance and anticorruption in 
the Bank group’s work to reduce poverty and promote 
growth. In addition to improving a country’s governance, 
the strategy aims to ensure the highest fiduciary standards 
in Bank-financed operations, in large part by preventing 
opportunities for fraud and corruption through improved 
project design, greater disclosure, enhanced participa-
tion, and strengthening monitoring and supervision. Int 
will play a role in the implementation of the gAC through  
a combination of activities described in this report. 

pRACtICe WhAt you pReACh

the Bank group is not excluded from the rules of good 
governance it requires from its clients. on the contrary, 
the Bank group holds its staff to the highest standards of 
ethical behavior, whether it is in their conduct with exter-
nal parties or in the Bank group’s workplace. 

Consequently, the Bank group investigates, as part of 
its fiduciary responsibility, allegations concerning staff 
who may have used Bank group resources improperly 
or abused their positions. In addition, the Bank group 
is committed to promoting a workplace that is free of 
harassment, retaliation, discrimination and other forms of 
misconduct. most workplace grievances can be resolved 
by staff, their manager or within the Bank group’s Conflict 
Resolution system. however, there are instances where the 
improper conduct is serious enough to warrant a formal 
investigation by Int. 

It is important to note that the number of serious allegations 
involving Bank group staff (including full time staff, consul-
tants, temporaries and former staff) represents less than one 
percent of the institution’s total workforce at any given time. 

New Definitions of Sanctionable Offenses

In August 2006, as part of a package of reforms 
to the World Bank group’s sanctions regime, the 
Bank group strengthened its definitions of fraud, 
corruption, collusion, and coercion and added a 
new sanctionable offense: obstruction. the Bank 
group may now sanction firms and individuals 
who are found through an Int investigation to have 
engaged in the following practices: 

A corrupt practice is the offering, giving, receiving, 
or soliciting, directly or indirectly, anything of value 
to influence improperly the actions of another party 
such as bribes and kick-backs.

A fraudulent practice is any act or omission, includ-
ing a misrepresentation, that knowingly or recklessly 
misleads, or attempts to mislead, a party to obtain a 
financial or other benefit or to avoid an obligation 
such as the use of front or shell companies.

A coercive practice is impairing or harming, or 
threatening to impair or harm directly or indirectly, 
any party or the property of the party to influence 
improperly the actions of a party.

A collusive practice is an arrangement between two 
or more parties designed to achieve an improp-
er purpose, including influencing improperly the 
actions of another party such as bid-rigging.

An obstructive practice is (1) deliberately destroying, 
falsifying, altering or concealing evidence material 
to the investigation or making false statements to 
investigators in order to materially impede a Bank 
group investigation into allegations of a corrupt, 
fraudulent, coercive or collusive practice, and/or 
threatening, harassing or intimidating any party to 
prevent it from disclosing its knowledge of matters 
relevant to the investigation or from pursuing the 
investigation, or (2) any act intended to materially 
impede the exercise of the Bank group’s inspection 
and audit rights.
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the mAndAte of Int

In 2001, the department of Institutional Integrity (Int) 
was established to act as the independent investigative 
arm of the World Bank group, reporting directly to the 
World Bank president. Int is also mandated to brief the 
Audit Committee of the Bank group’s Board of executive 
directors on a quarterly basis to provide “updates on 
the significant activities and outcomes of this unit.”6 the 
Bank group’s Articles of Agreement, the World Bank 
group principles of staff employment and Int’s terms of 
Reference (see Box 4) form the basis for Int’s mandate 
to investigate allegations of fraud and corruption in Bank-
financed projects, as well as allegations of possible staff 
misconduct. Int investigations are typically triggered 
when Int receives and reviews such allegations. 

Int conducts its administrative fact-finding investigations 
according to internationally recognized best practices, proce-
dures and protocols. the department investigates allegations 

of staff misconduct under the policies set forth in staff Rule 
8.01 (disciplinary proceedings) (see chapter v). Int refers 
its findings to decision-makers such as Regional operations, 
the evaluation and suspension officers, and the sanctions 
Board (for external cases) and the human Resources services 
vice president (for staff misconduct cases) for further action. 

In the past four years Int has increased its activities to 
prevent fraud and corruption through the introduction of the 
voluntary disclosure program (vdp), which was officially 
launched on August 1, 2006 (see chapter Iv), and the 
completion of detailed Implementation Reviews (dIR) (see 
chapter III). Int also trains Bank group staff and clients 
on how to identify “red flag” indicators of fraud and cor-
ruption. In addition, the department assesses risks in Bank 
group projects and programs and works with Regional col-
leagues to mainstream information and findings into future 
operations. finally, Int publicizes the sanctions decisions of 
the sanctions Board and promotes an environment whereby 
staff can report allegations without fear of retaliation. 

The Effects of Fraud and Corruption on Projects

When a supplier uses bribes and kickbacks or colludes with other suppliers to procure a project, these illicit 
costs need to be recovered in order to still make a profit. hence, the supplier, frequently with the approving  
nod of one or more of the borrower’s officials, proceeds to “cheat” the contract’s competitively-established  
economic structure. this is generally accomplished in one or more of three ways:

1.  inflate the contract price of the good or service delivered, causing the borrower to pay more for goods than 
they are worth;

2.  deliver fewer quantities of goods and services than was contracted, causing the borrower to pay for goods 
not received; and/or

3.  deliver lower-quality goods or services, which in the Bank group’s work leads to diminished development 
outcomes. 

the above is often preceded by a skewed selection process in which various bidders have agreed amongst them-
selves who will be the winning bidder and how the loosing bidders will be compensated by the winner. 

As a result, a hospital built to allow the poor in a rural area to receive health care closer to home is not built 
according to specifications because money has been diverted. the hospital might therefore lack a delivery room, 
contain an ill-equipped surgical theatre, or have a roof that leaks when the first monsoon rains arrive. 

6  terms of Reference -- Audit Committee of the Board of executive directors 
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IBRD Articles of Agreement, Article III, section 5(b) states that “the Bank shall make arrangements to ensure that 
the proceeds of any loan are used only for the purposes for which the loan was granted, with due attention 
to considerations of economy and efficiency and without regard to political or other non-economic influences 
or considerations.”

World Bank Group Principles of Staff Employment, Principle 3.1. on general obligations of staff members states 
that “the sensitive and confidential nature of much of their work requires of staff a high degree of integrity 
and concern for the interests of the organizations. moreover, as employees of international organizations, 
staff members have a special responsibility to avoid situations and activities that might reflect adversely on the 
organizations, compromise their operations, or lead to real or apparent conflicts of interest.”

The Department of Institutional Integrity Terms of Reference states that “the Bank group has charged Int with 
the responsibility for the investigation of fraud and corruption in Bank group operations. the Bank group has 
also charged Int with the responsibility for investigating allegations of misconduct against Bank group staff. In 
both instances, Int reports its findings to senior management. In addition, Int assists in preventative efforts to 
protect Bank group funds, as well as those funds entrusted to the Bank group, from misuse and to deter fraud 
and corruption in Bank group operations.”

on a quarterly basis, Int briefs the Audit Committee  
of the Bank group’s Board of executive directors on 
matters that may indicate systemic weaknesses, cases 
that will be referred to the respective evaluation and 
suspension officer or investigations that involve a repu-
tational risk for the Bank group. these briefings include 
a statistical overview of cases opened and closed in 
the previous quarter and a discussion of major investi-
gative findings. for highly sensitive matters, the Audit 
Committee and/or the Board may meet with Int  
in executive session which limits attendance to executive 
and Alternate directors exclusively.

Int works closely with the legal vice presidency on 
legal and policy issues including sanctions proceedings 
and contacts with national law enforcement authorities. 
In addition, Int coordinates with the Internal Auditing 
department (IAd) and the Independent evaluations group 

(Ieg) to ensure efficiency and effectiveness in the work of 
each of the three departments. finally, Int collaborates 
with the ethics and Business Conduct office (eBC) and the 
World Bank Institute (WBI) in educational and awareness 
training for Bank group staff and clients.

In fiscal year 2007, the Bank group’s Internal Audit 
department (IAd) initiated an audit of Int. Int manage-
ment requested that the Audit also evaluate the effec-
tiveness and quality of the improvements it had made 
in Int’s organization, processes and procedures since 
october 2005. the audit was put on hold in early 2007 
because the Independent Review panel, which was 
tasked with conducting a review of Int’s entire business 
model and processes, would likely have been duplicative 
of the IAd audit of Int (see Box 5). the audit resumed 
during the latter stage of the Independent Review, in  
support of the panel’s goals.
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on August 1, 2006, the Bank group’s Board of executive directors requested an external review of Int in order to ensure that the 
department was operating as effectively as possible. this review was conducted by a panel of experts headed by paul volcker, 
former Chairman of the united states federal Reserve. mr. volcker is known for his careful and effective leadership of the un 
oil-for-food investigation, in which he demonstrated his capacity to manage a review involving a large, complex international 
organization with significant diplomatic sensitivities and the competing interests of multiple stakeholders. 

the panel reviewed and evaluated several aspects of Int’s work, including its mandate, authorities, policies, procedures, 
practices, independence, reporting lines, and oversight mechanisms. the panel considered how other similar investigative 
offices operate, with a view to ensuring that the Bank group is maintaining the highest possible standards. It also assessed 
the Bank group's implementation of recommendations from the previous three formal reviews of Int.

the panel is comprised of: 
Mr. Gustavo Gaviria, who has worked since 1974 in the coffee and finance industries in Colombia. mr. gaviria is founder 
and president of Industrias Aliadas s.A. and founder and chairman of Coffeecol, Inc. mr. gaviria is also founder and 
president of vision de valores s.A. since 2004 he has served on the Board of ecopetrol, the largest Colombian company, 
where he heads the Committee on Corporate governance. from 1999 to 2004, he was a senior Advisor in the office of 
the executive director for Colombia at the World Bank. 

Mr. John Githongo, who as a former journalist investigated fraud and bribery in his home country, Kenya. In 1999, he 
founded the Kenya chapter of transparency International, and in 2003, president Kibaki appointed him permanent secre-
tary of governance and ethics, a position from which he resigned in early 2005. he is currently a senior Associate member 
of st. Antony's College at oxford university in the uK. 

Mr. Ben W. Heineman, Jr., who is a distinguished senior fellow at harvard law school and a senior fellow at harvard's Ken-
nedy school of government, where he is teaching and writing in the area of governance. he spent much of his early career in 
private practice and in government in Washington, d.C., including as law clerk to supreme Court Justice potter stewart, and 
he now maintains an association with Wilmerhale as senior Counsel. from 1987 to 2005 he was senior vice president and 
general Counsel, and then senior vice president for law & public Affairs, for the general electric Company where he dealt with 
matters directly relevant to maintaining high ethical standards in an international organization. 

Prof. Walter Van Gerven, who is a distinguished eu legal author and law professor at leuven (Belgium) and tilburg (the 
netherlands) universities with visiting fellowships at, a.o., Chicago, stanford, michigan, paris II, and King's College london. 
Between 1962 and 1967 he was an associate in the Brussels office of Cleary, gottlieb, and a founding partner in 1970 of 
a leading Brussels law firm which was subsequently acquired by linklaters. from 1982 to 1988, he served as the president 
of the Belgian Banking Commission; from 1988 to 1994 he was Advocate-general in the european Court of Justice; and in 
1999 he served as one of five members of the Committee of Independent experts investigating allegations regarding fraud, 
mismanagement and nepotism in the european Commission, and formulating recommendations resulting in various reforms. 

Sir John Vereker, who is the governor of Bermuda, an overseas territory of the united Kingdom. Briefly a staff member of the 
World Bank (from 1970 to 1972), he has spent most of his career in the uK government, including a three-year period in 
the policy unit of the prime minister's office (from 1980 to 1983). In 1994, he became the permanent secretary of the uK's 
overseas development Administration and its successor the department for International development (dfId), a position that 
he held until becoming governor in 2002. 

the panel’s report, which was issued in fy2008, contained a number of important recommendations that the Bank group 
undertook to review. the Bank group’s decisions on these recommendations will be reflected in the next Annual Integrity 
Report (see www.independentpanelreview.com).  
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Int’s external Investigations unit investigates allegations 
of fraud and corruption in World Bank group-funded proj-
ects. the external team is also responsible for carrying out 
detailed Implementation Reviews (dIRs) and supports the 
voluntary disclosure program (vdp) with investigative skills 
and analytical expertise (see Chapters III and Iv). 

the department of Institutional Integrity receives allegations 
from multiple sources: individuals in and outside the World 
Bank, companies, government staff, beneficiaries of Bank-
financed projects and non-governmental organizations 
(ngos). the single largest source of allegations involving 
Bank-financed projects is Bank group staff themselves (see 
figure 2). Allegations can relate to procurement, financial 
management or implementation of project activities, though 
the vast majority of allegations relate to procurement. 

through a Board-approved triage system, Int aims to ensure 
the best use of scarce investigative resources by actively 
investigating all high priority cases (see further page 28). 
the objective of an investigation is to either substantiate 
or refute the allegation. If the evidence is inconclusive, an 
allegation is classified as unsubstantiated and the matter 
is closed. While the Bank group can prevent companies, 
ngos and individuals that have been sanctioned by the 
evaluation and suspension officer or by the sanctions Board 
from tendering for future Bank-financed projects, the Bank 
group may not sanction implicated government officials. 

notwithstanding the lack of formal sanctioning power over 
implicated government officials, if officials of borrower 
governments are implicated in fraudulent and corrupt prac-
tices, Int may refer its findings to the relevant government 
for their own sovereign action.7 further, operational staff 
can use lessons learned from investigative reports shared 
by Int to determine how to improve project design, imple-

II. exteRnAl InvestIgAtIons And sAnCtIons

ACComplIshments

the external Investigations unit began the fiscal year with a carryover from fy06 of 208 cases. the unit closed 149 ■■

cases and opened 116 cases, bringing the overall size of the portfolio down to 175 cases at the end of fy07;

of the 85 investigated cases 33 cases (39 percent) were found to be substantiated; 44 cases (52 percent)  ■■

were unsubstantiated and 8 cases (9 percent) were unfounded;

Int made nine referrals to borrower countries and other donors;■■

on the basis of Int’s investigative findings, the Bank group’s sanctions Committee declared lahmeyer International ■■

gmbh ineligible to do business with the Bank group for a period of seven years;8

findings of significant fraud and corruption in a number of Bank-financed projects in a borrower country led to the ■■

development of Anticorruption Action plans for three ongoing projects, which are expected to substantially reduce 
corruption risks going forward;

A Central Case Intake unit was established to allow for better investigative prioritization and record and  ■■

document management (see Box 6);

Int consolidated the external unit’s Investigation policy & procedures in order to streamline these with un  ■■

and IfI task force principles and guidelines for Investigations;

the external unit enhanced communications with operational teams. ■■

7   A referral report should not be relied upon as the sole basis for initiating any criminal, administrative or civil proceedings against any party especially since 
evidentiary thresholds and the nature of administrative fact finding inquiries are different from national, criminal investigations.

8   the sanctions Committee recommended that the period of ineligibility may be reduced by four years if the Bank determines that the company has met specific 
compliance conditions and fully cooperated with the Bank in disclosing past sanctionable misconduct.
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mentation and supervision. the Bank group will raise such 
matters as part of its ongoing dialogue with the Borrower 
governments in order to further strengthen the country’s 
governance and anticorruption policies and procedures. 

the external Investigations unit uses formal protocols 
and procedures based on the united nations uniform 
guidelines for Investigation, as well as the principles 
and guidelines for Investigations as agreed to by the 
Joint International financial Institution Anticorruption task 
force (IfI task force). these protocols are updated and 
revised on a periodic basis to take into account the lessons 
learned from previous investigations as well as from the 
advice given by outside experts such as the Independent 
Review panel. A complete overview of all the steps in the 
investigative process can be found in Appendix 5. 

InvestIgAtIons And CAseloAd 
mAnAgement

the external unit of Int carried over 208 cases into fiscal 
year 2007, opened 116 new cases—a decrease of 74 
cases (39 percent) from fiscal year 2006—and closed 149 
cases, or one more than in fiscal 2006. As a result 175 
cases were carried over to fiscal 2008 for a net reduction of 
33 cases (16 percent) from the previous year (see table 1). 

the 116 new cases opened represented a 39 percent 
decrease in comparison with fy06. the sharp decline in 
the number of new cases opened is a result of a tempo-
rary backlog in case intake caused by the establishment 
of the Centralized Case Intake unit (CCI) in february 
2007 and the introduction of new intake procedures, 

External Cases (FY04–07)

  FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07

Cases carried over 244 224 166 208
new cases opened 203 235 190 116
subtotal  447 461 356 324
Cases closed 223 293 148 149

Ending caseload 224 166 208 175
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the establishment of a Centralized Case Intake unit (CCI) 
was completed in fiscal year 2007, allowing for standardiza-
tion of the intake and prioritization process of new external 
cases. CCI is responsible for consolidating and monitoring all 
complaints concerning fraud and corruption in Bank-financed 
projects that Int receives, for initial evaluation of the priority of 
the allegation, and for document management and retention. 

When an allegation is received, CCI conducts an initial screen-
ing and assessment in order to determine whether the allega-
tion received is prima facie credible and related to activities 
supported by the World Bank group. the initial assessment 
is recorded in a preliminary Inquiry Report (pIR). this report 
provides a precise summary of the allegation and evaluates 
the impact that the alleged corrupt practices could have on 
the Bank group’s reputation, finances, and development goals 
which is used to determine the ranking of cases. the pIR is also 
a valuable instrument to facilitate communications between Int 
and the Bank group’s Regional management and includes a 
specific section for the Regions to provide their input in writing 
into case prioritization. 

the standardization of case intake ensures the timely, ade-
quate and consistent review of all cases. this allows for a more 
objective ranking of external cases according to the impact 
they may have on different stakeholders. In addition, having a 
singular overall picture of complaints, the CCI can identify links 
and relations among the issues received. 

document management is also a key component of CCI’s role 
as it ensures that cases are uniformly maintained and easily 
retrieved. CCI records all information relevant to each com-
plaint into Int’s enhanced information management system 
(IntIs). this information often includes communications with 
complainants; inter- and intra-office correspondence regarding 
the project, subjects, and companies named in the complaint; 
and all work products related to the matter. furthermore, Int 
maintains a secure state-of-the-art investigative storage facility. 
this facility provides a highly secure and compartmentalized 
environment with limited access to ensure the integrity of the 
investigative files and underlying evidence. 
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as well as the shift of significant resources to servicing 
requests from the Independent Review panel. 

preliminary Inquiry Reports (pIRs) are now prepared 
by CCI —rather than investigators, as was the previous 
practice—and are far more extensive and comprehensive. 
preparing the pIR is now a full-fledged investigative phase, 
wherein CCI makes first contact with the complainant, 
when possible, and undertakes all the necessary desk-
top research, which was previously the responsibility 
of investigators. this now allows Int’s investigators to 
focus purely on their investigative activities. As a result of 
this change in procedures, pIRs take longer to prepare. 
however, noted efficiencies are gained in ensuring that 
only pre-screened cases are investigated and in freeing 
up additional investigative resources (see Box 6). 

By the end of fy07, the number of completed pIRs which 
had not yet resulted in newly opened cases stood at 
52. In addition, during the first quarter of fy08, CCI 
staff worked on another 50 pIRs that might lead to new, 
opened cases that would have normally been counted as 
part of fy07. As such, the real number of cases opened 
if CCI had not had a backlog would in all probability 
be higher than the cases opened in fy06 (190 cases). 

After CCI became fully staffed, in fy08, this backlog was 
cleared during the first quarter of the fiscal year. 

In fiscal year 2007, the external unit closed 149 cases, 
one more than in the previous fiscal year. this was 
achieved notwithstanding the detailed Implementation 
Review (dIR) in India, which was the single largest under-
taking by Int since its inception in terms of time and 
resources. up to 80 percent of Int’s investigative staff 
worked for ten months of fiscal 2007 on the dIR (see 
Chapter III, Box 9). In addition, Int devoted significant 
time and energy toward preparing for, and responding 
to requests from, the Independent Review panel. 

In terms of the sources of allegations, the percentage  
of cases reported by Bank group staff (mostly task team 
leaders and procurement and financial management spe-
cialists) increased to 35 percent in fiscal 2007, up from 
32 percent in fy05 and fy06, reflecting both the grow-
ing awareness of the institutional integrity function within 
operations and the growing level of comfort among Bank 
group staff to come forward (see figure 2). 

external sources of allegations include employees of compa-
nies, non-governmental organizations (ngos), governments, 

External Cases by Sources of Allegations (FY07)
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donors, the media, and beneficiaries of Bank-financed proj-
ects. “other” refers to parties who made their allegations 
anonymously, and may also include Bank group staff. 

In fy07, as with previous years, the vast majority of Int 
investigations involved fraud and corruption in the pro-
curement of goods and services under the Bank group’s 
lending operations. public procurement has been found to 
be particularly susceptible to corruption because of the high 
level of funds involved and because of the expenditure pro-
file of public procurement programs.9 for the shares of the 
types of allegations in fiscal year 2007, see figure 3. 

As for the distribution of cases by Region, one cannot 
draw with confidence any conclusions from the figures, as 
explained in the Annual Integrity Report fiscal year 2005-
2006.10 overall the number of cases opened per Region 
has remained consistent for most Regions (see table 2). the 
sharp reduction in the opening of cases in the south Asia 
region does not indicate less reporting or a better fiduciary 
environment; rather, it represents a delay in processing com-
plaints by the team responsible for the south Asia region 
due to their involvement with the detailed Implementation 
Review in India, prior to the establishment of the Centralized 
Case Intake unit in the second half of fy07. 
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9   Ware, moss, Campos and noone, “Corruption in public procurement: A perennial Challenge,” The Many Faces of Corruption, World Bank, 2007.

10  the number of allegations received by the Bank from any given Region does not necessarily reflect the extent of corruption in the countries of that Region. Rather, 
the statistics are simply an indication of where cases have been reported to the Bank, which in turn reflects where Int has been most active over the years.

External Cases Opened by Region (FY05–07)

Region FY05 FY06 FY07

Africa 39 (16%) 32 (17%) 33 (28%)
east Asia/pacific 63 (27%) 51 (27%) 37 (32%)
europe/Central Asia 40 (17%) 33 (17%) 18 (16%)
latin America/Caribbean 30 (13%) 15 (8%) 7 (6%)
middle east/north Africa 12 (5%) 8 (4%) 7 (6%)
south Asia 51 (22%) 51 (27%) 14 (12%)

Total 235 (100%) 190 (100%) 116 (100%)
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External Cases by Types of Allegations (FY07)
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three Int investigations concluded in this fiscal year involving three countries in two Regions, show that 
Bank-financed projects in the infrastructure sector continue to face fraud and corruption challenges. In two 
cases, consulting services contracts valued collectively at over us$7 million for the supervision of road works 
construction were found to have been tainted by fraud and corruption. In the third case, Int found evidence 
of collusion in the bidding for contracts valued over us$30 million. 

In the first case, the main consultant – an international firm – was advised by its local partners immediately 
prior to contract signature that bribes valued at a certain percentage of the contract price would need to be 
paid by the partnership to government officials from the ministry implementing the project. the international 
firm rejected the demand for bribes and reported the matter to the Bank group. Int’s investigation found 
sufficient evidence to establish that the local partners intended to make this corrupt arrangement. sanctions 
proceedings will be brought against the local partners and the Bank group intends to make a referral of the 
case to the borrowing government. fortunately, because of the prompt reporting by the company, the Bank 
group was able to prevent the arrangement from being carried forward. 

In the second case, an international firm admitted it likely paid bribes over a number of years and at various 
stages of the contract implementation process through its local partners to government officials of the ministry 
implementing the project. the international firm will also face sanctions proceedings, though its cooperation 
with Int during the investigation may be proposed as a mitigating factor when the case is brought to the 
Bank group’s evaluation and suspension officer and, possibly, the sanctions Board if the firm continues to 
cooperate fully. 

In both cases, firms cooperated with the Int investigation because of their own internal policies of business 
ethics; because they realized that their involvement in fraud and corruption in third countries would bring them 
afoul of national legislation in their home countries; and because they see the Bank group as a trustworthy 
interlocutor. unfortunately, both firms indicated they would no longer compete for Bank-financed contracts in the 
countries in which they were involved, because they considered the fiduciary environment to be too risky. 

In the third case, three rounds of bidding for road rehabilitation contracts were cancelled by the Bank group in 
light of persistent evidence that bidding contractors were colluding to fix prices and nominate pre-determined bid 
winners. Int conducted two investigations in relation to the bidding rounds and determined that the collusion 
was orchestrated by government officials within the ministry implementing the project; that hefty bribes were 
intended to be paid; and that senior politicians within the government of the borrowing country were also likely 
to be involved. the findings of collusive practices led to cancellation of the contracts, resulting in significant 
delays in the development of critical infrastructure. Int plans to recommend sanctions against a number of 
companies in the borrowing country and will make a referral of the investigation to the relevant authorities. 
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Case Ranking

through the use of a Board-approved triage system, Int 
aims to ensure the best use of scarce investigative resources 
by focusing on the most important cases while administra-
tively closing cases of the least importance. under the cur-
rent process, cases are ranked as high, medium and low 
priority according to a number of criteria including: impact 
on development outcomes; impact on the Bank group’s 
reputation and finances; impact on present and future Bank 
group engagements; ability to deter future corrupt practic-
es; estimated cost of resolution; likelihood of resolution; and 
safety of Bank group staff and witnesses. the ranking is 
determined in consultation with the Bank group’s Regional 
teams, but the final decision remains Int’s. 

since fiscal year 2004, Int has considered for investiga-
tion, and investigated, most high and medium priority 
cases according to the availability of resources. the 
criteria for ranking varied from region to region, and 
hence, there may have been disparities in the prioritiza-
tion of allegations. however, as of fiscal year 2008, 
Int has introduced a new approach whereby all allega-
tions are ranked according to the same criteria, and all 
high priority cases will be actively investigated. this will 
require a selective approach to ranking based on priori-
ties and resources. All other cases will be ranked either 
medium or low priority. 

medium priority cases are reviewed monthly to determine  
whether their priority should be adjusted up or down-
wards, where relevant in relation to new incoming cases. 
these cases may be upgraded to high priority if new 
information is received and/or additional resources 
become available. this allows for more realistic and 
effective management of major investigations. It also 
allows for more effective communication with Regions 
about the status of investigations. low priority cases are 
closed automatically after 30 days if no other information 
becomes available that justifies a change in the priority 
rating. such cases can be reconsidered for investigation 
if further information becomes available suggesting a 
higher priority ranking is justified. 

length of Investigations

the length of time between when an allegation is 
received and an investigation is closed by Int is an issue 
of continuous concern to all stakeholders. understandably, 
every complainant expects an investigation to be resolved 
quickly. however, each investigation is unique, and there 
is no way to predict the duration at the outset. factors that 
can influence the length of an investigation include the 
number of allegations involved, the number of contracts to 
be reviewed, the number of witnesses to be interviewed, 
and the location of the witnesses. Investigations have also 
built-in time lags related to obtaining documents held by 
the borrowing country (the Bank group has no direct con-
tractual relationship in the majority of cases), organizing 
missions, and arranging interviews with witnesses—some 
of whom may be hesitant to cooperate. In fiscal year 
2007, the India dIR and the Internal Review panel neces-
sitated a temporary but considerable shift of resources 
away from external investigations. 

to improve the turnaround of cases, Int has undertaken 
a number of actions: (i) using the newly established 
Centralized Case Intake system (CCI) and the triage 
process to focus on a smaller number of strategically 
important cases in order to ensure that those cases 
investigated are turned around more rapidly; (ii) initiat- 
ing monthly management reviews of the progress of 
major cases and adjustment of priority rankings; and  
(iii) deploying staff more flexibly across regions. 

outComes And Results

Int’s objective is not to increase the number of substantiated 
cases but to provide solid investigative findings in order to 
resolve the allegations made. of the 85 investigated cases 
in fy07, 33 cases (39 percent) were substantiated, 44 
cases (52 percent) were unsubstantiated, and eight cases (9 
percent) were unfounded (see table 3). the fluctuation in the 
number of substantiated and/or unfounded cases over the 
years should not be interpreted as an indicator of the extent 
of fraud and corruption in Bank-financed projects. 
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other Investigative outputs: Referral Reports 
and notices of sanctions proceedings

In addition to the final Investigative Reports that Int 
issues to relevant parties upon closure of a high priority 
investigation, which contain the findings and evidence as 
well as recommend actions to be taken by the Bank group, 
Int’s external investigations result in two other products: 
referral reports and notices of sanctions proceedings. 

A referral report is the formal passing of investigative 
findings and recommendations to a member government 
and/or another donor by Int, in coordination with the 
Regional and/or Country office and the Bank group’s 
legal vice presidency. Referral reports allow member 
countries to identify whether their laws have been vio-
lated; pursue criminal and administrative investigations 
as necessary; and guard against engaging in business 
transactions that put the government at risk. Referrals also 

 FY04  FY05  FY06  FY07

Cases closed 223  293  148  149

Cases referred/not investigated 120  41  28  20

Low Priority – No Further Action   90  46  44

Cases investigated of which: 103  162  74  85

    Substantiated 45 (44%) 58 (36%) 13 (18%) 33 (39%)

    Unsubstantiated 49 (48%) 77 (48%) 35 (47%) 44 (52%)

    Unfounded 9 (8%) 27 (16%) 26 (35%) 8 (9%)

External Cases by Investigative Outcomes (FY04–07)
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help donors identify whether any of their funds have been 
diverted and guard against ongoing and future risk to 
funds. Int issued nine referral reports based on external 
investigations in fy07. 

A notice of sanctions proceedings is the document that 
initiates an administrative process through which the Bank 
group determines whether or not, or under what condi-
tions, to do business with firms and individuals alleged 
to have engaged in sanctionable practice(s) in relation to 
Bank-financed projects. 

sanctions Activities in fy07

With the implementation of the sanctions reforms in 
october 2006, the Bank group has made a great step 
forward in increasing the transparency and integrity of 
the sanctions process.11 however, the transition period 

between the sanctions Committee and the new sanctions 
Board and the creation of the evaluation and suspension 
officer (eo) positions12 took longer than expected in 
fy07, causing a temporary slowdown in the institution’s 
ability to move sanctions proceedings forward. 

Because Int had been expecting these changes to be 
implemented throughout most of fy07, the department 
participated in only one sanctions hearing during the  
fiscal year, which was held under the previous sanctions 
Committee procedures.13 In addition, as a result of a 
hearing by the sanctions Committee held in fiscal year 
2006, lahmeyer International gmbh was debarred by 
the Bank group in fy07 (see Case study 2). 

the number of sanctions is expected to increase signifi-
cantly in the coming fiscal year with the eos and new 
sanctions Board in place to receive notices of sanctions 

   FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07

Sanctions-related actions  
  Number of cases received 23 2 1 2
  Number of committee sessions 8 6 2 1
  Number of cases heard 16 13 2 1

Number of sanctions applied   
 number of debarments
  Firms 55 54 4 1
     Individuals 71 45 9 0
  Total debarments 126 99 13 1

 Number of letters of reprimand
  Firms 4 1 0 0
  Individuals 3 5 0 0
  Total letters of reprimand 7 6 0 0

  Total sanctions applied 133 105 13 1

The Bank Group’s Sanctions Process (FY04–07)
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11  Sanctions Reform: Expansion of Sanctions Regime Beyond Procurement and Sanctioning Obstructive Practices (R2006-0149/4), July 28, 2006.

12  under the new system, a full-time evaluation and suspension officer was designated to handle IBRd and IdA cases, and part time evaluation and suspension 
officers were designated to handle cases involving mIgA, IfC and Bank guarantee project transactions.

13  this case resulted in the debarment of two firms in early fy08 by the new sanctions Board: nestor pharmaceuticals ltd. (nestor) and pure pharma ltd. (pure 
pharma). nestor was debarred for a period of three years and pure pharma was debarred for one year because of collusive practices in connection with the Bank-
financed Reproductive and Child health project (RCh I) in India.
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one of the most significant sanctions cases since Int’s inception was decided in fy07, leading to the debar-
ment of lahmeyer International gmbh (lahmeyer), a german company, for a period of seven years because of 
corrupt activities in connection with the lesotho highlands Water project (lhWp). the period of debarment may 
be reduced by four years if the Bank group determines that lahmeyer has met specific compliance conditions 
and fully cooperated with the Bank group in disclosing past sanctionable misconduct. 

the lhWp is a massive, multi-billion dollar water transfer and hydropower project implemented by the governments 
of lesotho and south Africa. the project is designed principally to transfer water from the maluti mountains in 
eastern and central lesotho to the gauteng province of south Africa. 

the World Bank group’s sanctions Committee found that lahmeyer engaged in corrupt activities by bribing the 
lesotho highlands development Authority’s Chief executive, mr. masupha sole, the government official respon-
sible for contract award and implementation under the lhWp, in violation of the Bank group’s procurement 
guidelines. In July 2004, the World Bank group debarred Acres International, another firm convicted of paying 
bribes under the lhWp, for a period of three years. two other european firms were also convicted in lesotho in 
relation to the lhWp, although they were not involved in the Bank-financed portions of the project. 

the case was a re-opening of 2001 sanctions proceedings against lahmeyer in relation to the lhWp. the 
government of lesotho announced criminal indictments of lahmeyer and mr. sole in 1999. following the 
announcement of the indictments, Int initiated an investigation into whether lahmeyer had engaged in corrupt 
practices in relation to its contracts with the Bank group. In october 2001, the sanctions Committee found 
that the evidence was not sufficient to make a determination, and said that it would re-examine its findings in 
light of any additional relevant information. In 2002 and 2003, the high Court of lesotho convicted mr. sole 
and lahmeyer for bribery. the Court of Appeal of lesotho affirmed mr. sole’s conviction in April 2003, and 
lahmeyer’s conviction on six of seven counts in April 2004. In light of the information obtained from these deci-
sions, the World Bank group re-opened sanctions proceedings against lahmeyer in August 2005. 

once the indictments were announced in mid-1999, the World Bank group provided extensive evidentiary 
support to the lesotho prosecutors and made Bank group staff available for interviews. the World Bank later 
assisted the government by bringing together the lesotho prosecutors with the various project funding agencies 
and eu antifraud officials. the Bank group benefited greatly from the investigative work done by the lesotho 
government in bringing the debarment case against lahmeyer and Acres. 
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proceedings from Int. Int presented two new cases to 
the evaluation and suspension officer for IBRd and IdA 
in fy07, involving more than 50 respondents.  

ChAllenges

effective use of limited resources

fiscal year 2007 presented an unusual set of challenges 
to Int’s external Investigations unit. some of the more 
labor- and resource-intensive issues faced by the unit, 
such as the launch of the voluntary disclosure program 
(vdp), the Independent Review panel, and the India dIR, 
are unlikely to recur, at least on such a scale. other new 
challenges, such as series of disclosures from private  
sector firms outside the vdp (see Case study 3) may  
continue even as new issues arise with the implemen-
tation of any recommendations that come from the 
Independent Review panel. the external unit will cer-
tainly face increasing internal and external demands as 
anticorruption becomes an even more important institu-
tional priority and in order to meet growing demand for 
risk mitigation advice from operational staff. 

Int continues to look for new ways to respond to these 
growing demands and expectations while at the same time 
achieving maximum efficiency and effectiveness with limited 
resources. these business needs will require more analytical 
capacity in the department in order to synthesize the infor-
mation from external investigations, the vdp, and dIRs into 
practical lessons learned. this is critical, however, as these 
lessons will help the Bank group improve procedures and 
protocols concerning controls to lessen the risks of fraud 
and corruption in Bank-financed projects going forward. 

Another challenge going forward will be to maximize the 
deterrent effect of the Bank group’s sanctions process. After 
lahmeyer International was debarred by the Bank group, 
and subsequently cross-debarred by the eBRd, Int was 
contacted by the compliance officers of several multinational 
firms concerning vdp and non-vdp disclosures. however, 
the fact that only one firm was sanctioned in fy07 has 
lessened the overall deterrent effect of the sanctions process, 
and at the same time has dampened potential private sec-
tor interest in joining the vdp. It is vitally important, now 
that new evaluation and suspension officers are in place 
and the sanctions Board is operational, that the institution 
moves forward with additional sanctions proceedings. 
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plAns foR fIsCAl 2008

Increase the number of notices of sanctions proceedings to be presented to the evaluation and suspension ■■

officers in fiscal year 2008;

select cases for active investigation on the basis of increased analysis of institutional and beneficiary impact to ■■

achieve better outcomes;

develop a policy to work with companies that do not qualify for vdp, yet want to fully cooperate with Int, to ■■

achieve maximum investigative impact;

develop a standardized approach with regard to protection of information in final reports to allow increased ■■

sharing of reports with mdBs and relevant donors, as called for by the IfI task force;

Implement recommendations that may flow from the Independent Review panel.■■
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Disclosures Made by Companies Outside the VDP

In fiscal year 2007, three international companies agreed with Int to disclose past fraudulent and/or corrupt 
practices that they were involved in, as well as misconduct that they were aware of involving other parties, such 
as joint venture partners, government officials, or Bank group staff. these disclosures were not made through 
the voluntary disclosure program (vdp), but they were facilitated by the program’s formation, as it created a 
portal within the Bank group to provide such information. 

As these disclosures were proffered outside the Bank group’s vdp, they will almost certainly lead to the firms 
being sanctioned for any established wrongdoing. each company expressed specific reasons for their disclo-
sures. these included protecting the company’s reputation; a conscious decision to stop paying bribes; as well 
as a conclusion that escalating demands for bribes at various steps of contract implementation have had an 
excessively negative effect on profit margins.14 

one company has already made several disclosures to Int about bid processes or contract execution in which 
either its staff were directly approached for bribes or it is strongly suspected that officials of borrowing govern-
ments sought bribes. Int’s review of the disclosures suggests that six of them, involving five countries in three 
Regions, are credible and warrant follow-up investigations. the company has committed to continue cooperating 
with Int over the long term. 

the other two companies are engaged in internal reviews which are expected to highlight a number of Bank-
financed contracts that have been tainted by corrupt or fraudulent practices. 

this trend toward open disclosure is important because, while information provided has not been as detailed as 
disclosures made under the vdp, we see that: 

the companies that disclose to Int have developed or are developing robust compliance programs designed ■■

to stop employees from engaging in fraud and corruption in tendering contracts, which in turn reflects the 
impact of national antibribery legislation; 

the disclosures will most likely lead to investigations of other companies that may have committed misconduct; ■■

this should encourage other firms to disclose their wrongdoing under Bank-financed contracts, once knowledge ■■

of the disclosures is disseminated publicly. 
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14   the level of cooperation of the company with the Bank may be a mitigating factor for the evaluation and suspension officer to consider.
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the dIR is a proactive diagnostic tool developed by Int 
in 2001 to evaluate Bank-financed projects for indica-
tors of fraud and corruption and the robustness of the 
Bank group’s control mechanisms to prevent, detect, and 
respond to them. using forensic accounting and fraud 
investigation techniques, a dIR examines a project’s pro-
curement and implementation processes for indicators of 
fraud and corruption. It seeks to determine how, and to 
what extent, fraud and corruption may be present and 
thereby adversely affect the procurement of the project’s 
essential goods, works, and services and the successful 
completion of project implementation. By bringing to light 
possible indicators of the diverse schemes through which 
projects can become corrupted, such reviews suggest 
areas where risks may be mitigated. 

since 2002, Int has undertaken six dIRs in five countries 
involving 22 projects (see table 5)

the dIR: not An InvestIgAtIon

the dIR’s methodology, although structured, is guided 
by an understanding that in order to identify fraud 
and corruption, the search must be comprehensive 
and dynamic. this is accomplished by deploying an 

experienced team of investigators and other technical 
professionals possessing a wide range of skill sets to 
perform a variety of state-of-the-art forensic accounting, 
analytical, and investigative procedures. 

Although there are similarities, a dIR is not an Int 
investigation in the traditional sense (see Box 7). Int 
investigations are conducted to substantiate or disprove 
allegations, and may lead to the Bank group sanction-
ing contractors or exercising operational remedies. By 
comparison, a dIR seeks to proactively diagnose the level 
of risk that fraud and corruption pose in Bank group 
projects across a portfolio in order to identify opportuni-
ties for strengthening Bank group controls and to further 
mitigate against such risks. notwithstanding, many dIR 
findings have ultimately led to follow-up Int investiga-
tions and on occasion, dIR staff may develop substantial 
evidence that can be developed into notices of sanctions 
proceedings without much additional investigative effort. 
past dIRs have led to the debarment of 140 firms and 
individuals by the Bank group. 

Int has conducted six dIRs to date, including the ongoing 
dIR in India. these dIRs have all been triggered by dis-
cussions between Int, regional and country management, 
and governments, either in the context of an Int investi-
gation or because a need had been identified for stronger 
procurement, financial, or project implementation controls. 
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III. detAIled ImplementAtIon RevIeW (dIR)

ACComplIshments

detailed Implementation Reviews (dIRs) have yielded findings regarding indicators of fraud and corruption ■■

schemes and patterns and control weaknesses in procurement, financial management and implementation;

Int completed two dIRs in Kenya and vietnam and shared the findings with the governments of the respective ■■

countries and with the Bank group’s Africa and east Asia pacific regions to allow follow-up actions addressing 
the issues as identified by the dIRs;

Int assessed the procurement, financial management and implementation processes of five health projects as ■■

part of the dIR India; a report with recommendations will be issued in fiscal year 2008.
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the dIR team uses its expert knowledge of the varied types 
of corrupt and manipulative schemes identified in Bank-
financed projects to identify indicators of potentially corrupt 
activities that “cheat” the contract and divert funds. for 
example, the dIR may find indicators that a supplier substi-
tuted lower-quality or counterfeit products for the high-qual-
ity products required by the contract’s technical specifica-
tions; or, the review may show that suppliers colluded to rig 
the bidding process and artificially raise prices. these indi-
cators are consistent with those commonly used by nation-
al, state, and local law enforcement, as well as specialized 
audit agencies and the professional fraud control communi-
ty, but are tailored to suit the particular needs of each dIR. 

the dIR integrates information from multiple and often 
isolated sources in order to maximize its discovery of 
indicators and best validate and support its findings. the 
dIR methodology recognizes that indicators of fraud and 
corruption may not be identified or confirmed by computer 
data analyses or document review alone, but rather from a 
comprehensive, interrelated and iterative review of procure-
ment, financial management and implementation activities. 

for example, the identification of sequential bid security 
numbers across different bidders prompts additional 
computer data analyses to identify other connections 
between the suspect bidders. procurement records are 
then reviewed to determine whether there are indicators 
that the bidders engaged in bid rigging or collusion, or 
are operating as a cartel. site visits are conducted to 
determine if this or other corrupt behavior caused defi-
cient implementation through the supply of, for example, 

substandard goods or inoperable equipment. pricing 
research and analyses would also be conducted to deter-
mine if the prices of goods had been inflated. 

examples of analyses conducted during a dIR include 
simple data analytics such as price comparisons, as well 
as cross-cutting analyses like: 

comparisons of bidding patterns over time with  ■■

complaints submitted over time; 

comparisons of bid evaluation committee disqualifi-■■

cation justifications across tenders; 

linking indicators identified in procurement with ■■

implementation problems in the field. 

for a dIR to be successful, partnership between the 
relevant national government, the Bank group’s country 
management team and Int is essential. for example, in 
an effort to obtain all the necessary documents for review 
in as timely and complete a manner as possible, coopera-
tion between all partners is critical. In addition, without 
a joint agreement about the need for such a review and 
about what to do with the findings, a dIR will be of little 
value. hence, the ongoing dialogue between the Bank 
group’s country team and the borrowing government 
after the completion of the dIR includes discussions about 
improvements of mechanisms to mitigate the risks of fraud 
and corruption. this may lead to anticorruption and 
mitigation plans either as part of new project proposals  
or retrofitted to existing project proposals. 

year Country no. of projects sectors

2002 Indonesia 1 urban development

2003 vietnam 5 health, water sanitation, rural infrastructure/energy/transport
2004 Cambodia 5 Rural development, flood and road rehabilitation, biodiversity

2005-2006 Kenya 4 health, education, and roads
2006 vietnam 2 Rural roads
2007 India 5 health

Overview of DIRs Undertaken by INT 
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The Difference between an External Investigation and a DIR

External Investigation Detailed Implementation Review

Initiative Int Int, in consultation with the borrower 
government and Country management unit

nature formal investigation diagnostic

Based on Allegation from Bank staff, beneficiary,  
company/ngo, government official, 
anonymous

Request for assessment of vulnerability to 
fraud and corruption of one or more projects 
in discussion with the Bank’s Region and/or 
Country management

selection A case is prioritized, in consultation with  
the Country team, based on multiple criteria.  
only high and medium priority cases have  
been investigated

projects in a country and/or sector are 
selected for review in the context of a past 
Int investigation or because a need has been 
identified for stronger procurement, financial or 
project implementation controls

scope the specific acts covered by the allegation, as 
well as additional evidence that may emerge 
over the course of the investigation

All contracts of the project, independent of 
observed irregularities

objective determine whether an allegation is substantiated, 
unsubstantiated or unfounded and recommend 
follow-up actions by the relevant Bank 
management and borrower government

Assess the likelihood of fraud, corruption and 
mismanagement in Bank-financed projects, 
assess the “where and why” of control 
weaknesses, and offer recommendations

process preliminary (desktop) inquiry followed by a full 
investigation

data collection, analysis and review of 
procurement contracts, financial management 
activities, and implementation activities

outputs In case of substantiated allegation: final investiga-
tive report to Regional/Country office; proposed 
notice of sanctions proceedings; and referral 
report to the borrowing government/other donors

dIR report with findings of fraud and corruption 
indicators and risks and recommendations for 
improvement of controls to the Bank, the relevant 
country government and relevant donors

outcomes sanctioning of corrupt and/or fraudulent 
companies creating a deterrent effect

Assistance to operational staff and the borrower 
government in improving project design, 
implementation and supervision

follow-up operational team in its ongoing dialogue 
with the borrowing government discusses 
recommendations made in referral reports. 

Investigations, project design improvements, 
and operational institutionalization of risk 
mitigation measures.
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dIR KenyA

A dIR was conducted in Kenya between January and 
April 2006 and involved four projects, one in the educa-
tion sector, two in the health sector, and one in the trans-
portation sector. Int undertook this dIR at the request 
of the government of Kenya after the government was 
informed about the high level of fraud and corruption 
uncovered by Int in an earlier investigation of a Bank-
financed project in the urban transport sector. 

the Bank group collected data on 450 contracts and under-
took a detailed procurement review of 70 contracts. In addi-
tion, the dIR team reviewed the procurement of textbooks 
and the financial management in 35 schools under the edu-
cation project, as well as 53 grant activities under a health 
project. While the dIR found indicators of fraud, corruption 
and collusion in the two health and the transportation proj-
ects, the education project showed a satisfactory level of 
accountability from the local communities to the national min-
istry which contributed to the proper use of project funds. 

Transparency and Accountability in an Education Project in Kenya

the free primary education support project (fpesp) helped deliver textbooks to all 18,000 primary schools 
throughout Kenya. About 1.5 million children who had previously dropped out or never attended school have 
benefited from this project since it was implemented in January 2003. 

Int’s detailed Implementation Review of the fpesp concluded that the mechanisms for community involvement, 
consultations, accountability, procurement and financial management were satisfactory. some of the specific controls 
that had been incorporated in the project were the public display of funds received from the government as well as 
funds spent. this transparency provides a “community” oversight function which is widely regarded as a key control 
device in publicly financed projects. 

the review did request additional safeguards for the Kenya education sector support program (Kessp) as a follow-
up to the fpesp, including public disclosure of performance indicators, independent monitoring of performance, 
and an annual independent audit of procurement. these safeguards should provide a satisfactory level of account-
ability and assure the project will secure results in improving enrollment and quality of education. Consequently, 
on november 7, 2006, the World Bank approved a credit of us$80 million for the Kessp.
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the findings of this dIR clearly indicate that some sectors 
within a country can be at low risk of fraud and corrup-
tion while others are not. In the case of the education 
project, for example, specific controls had been built in 
the project that made fraud and corruption less likely to 
occur. Recommendations regarding additional controls 
with regard to a follow-up of the education project were 
approved by the government of Kenya and included in 
the project design and implementation (see Box 8). 

Int has engaged with colleagues in the Africa region and 
with the Bank group’s Country team to discuss their follow-
up to the dIR findings in collaboration with the government 
of Kenya. In march 2007, Int briefed government officials 
on the dIR in nairobi. 

dIR vIetnAm

A dIR was conducted in vietnam between may and septem-
ber 2006 covering two Bank-financed infrastructure projects 
which also received funds from the united Kingdom’s de-
partment for International development (dfId). the dIR team 
was led by Int with input from the Regional staff and staff 
from dfId’s Anti-Corruption unit. the Bank group collected 
data on 742 contracts, undertook an intensive procurement 
review of 100 contracts and a detailed financial manage-
ment review of 77 contracts. team members visited a total 
of 51 sites to review the implementation of contracts. 

the dIR found a proliferation of indicators of collusion, 
fraud, misrepresentation and preferential treatment in the 
procurement and award of contracts. the dIR also found 
vulnerabilities to irregularities in the projects’ financial 
management activities and control environment. lastly, a 
large number of the project sites visited by the dIR team 
showed design and construction irregularities in works. 

the dIR findings were discussed with the government of 
vietnam in may 2007, the Bank group’s Regional and 
Country office and two donors. to facilitate effective shar-
ing of the findings within the government of vietnam, the 
dIR report was translated into vietnamese. furthermore, 
the Bank group’s country office held a joint press confer-
ence on the dIR report with the ministry of transport of 

vietnam. the Region and the government of vietnam have 
since developed an action plan to address the dIR findings 
with the intention of reducing the weaknesses and vulner-
abilities of Bank-financed projects to fraud and corruption. 

updAted methodology expAnds 
dIR’s sCope

At its origins, the dIR methodology was developed after it 
had become clear that the Bank group’s traditional super-
vision and audit approach did not detect instances of 
fraud and corruption in Bank-financed projects. since the 
first dIR in 2002, the methodology has been continuously 
updated, building on lessons learned from each dIR. 

the dIRs completed so far answered only two questions. 
first, did the dIR find indicators that fraud and corruption 
may have affected the reviewed projects and, if so, to 
what extent? second, what adverse effects, if any, did 
fraud and corruption have on project implementation 
(i.e., the delivery of project outputs and the successful 
completion of project objectives)? 

however, the Bank group’s new governance and 
Anticorruption (gAC) strategy,15 discussed by the Bank 
group’s development Committee during the Annual 
meetings in singapore in september 2006, identified a 
need to translate such findings into ideas for improving the 
Bank group’s processes and procedures. In response to this 
need, Int has expanded the scope of the dIR to answer a 
third, additional question: how well did the Bank group’s 
supervisory systems and anticorruption controls function to 
prevent, identify, and respond to any such schemes?

this new approach was applied in a dIR in India which is 
expected to provide the kind of insights that will have an 
institutional impact on the way the Bank group operation-
ally addresses fraud and corruption risks in its projects. 
In fiscal year 2007, Int dedicated significant resources 
to the dIR India (see Box 9). the decision to conduct this 
review was motivated by the findings of a complex inves-
tigation of a health project in India.16 In consultation with 
the government of India and the Bank group’s regional 
team, Int selected five projects in the health sector: four 

15    “A key source of information is any Int investigative findings or relevant detailed Implementation Reviews. Appropriate corruption mitigation measures will then 
be included in the project’s design, in a growing number of countries, drawing on lessons from Int investigations regarding effective anti-corruption safeguards 
and due diligence.” gAC, Annex C, paragraph 5.

16   two firms, nestor pharmaceuticals ltd and pure pharma ltd were debarred by the Bank on July 16, 2007 for their collusive practices in connection with the project.
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helping the government of India improve the health of its population and achieve the health-related united 
nations millennium development goals has been an increasing priority for the World Bank. since 1990, the 
Bank group has approved 30 new health projects valued at more than us$4.4 billion for India, which was the 
Bank group’s largest borrower in fy07. Int’s investigation of the Reproductive and Child health project (RCh I) 
in India, which closed in 2005, uncovered evidence of fraud and corruption that raised serious concerns about 
other Bank-financed projects in that sector. In response, the Bank group and the government of India agreed to 
a further review of the risks of fraud and corruption to the Bank group’s health sector portfolio in India through 
a dIR of five health projects. 

launched in mid-2006, the dIR India team involved over 75 Int staff, consultants, and subject matter experts. 
the large, multi-dimensional team operated from dedicated office space located near the Bank group office in 
new delhi, which was provided and refurbished specifically for the dIR by the India country office. 

over the past eleven months, the dIR effort entailed the construction of a sizeable database of procurement 
and contract-related data (including the inputting of its data) and interviews of a large number of witnesses, 
suppliers, and government project personnel. It also involved the collection and detailed review of thousands 
of project procurement files; hundreds of complaints; and large volumes of Bank group appraisal documents, 
audits, and operational reports. In addition, the dIR team undertook visits to more than one hundred field sites 
across multiple districts in five Indian states taking, in the process, thousands of digital photographs and several 
hours of video. the review was ongoing as this report went to print.

two key factors have made the India dIR a far more complex effort than other dIRs, leading to increased staffing 
and resources demands, and a longer completion time. first, the dIR India is simply larger in scale and scope 
than other dIRs conducted by Int. It involved the review of a far greater number of contracts and visits to many 
more field sites across a more expansive and challenging geographical territory. 

second, the dIR India’s methodology was expanded to be more comprehensive in its approach. It incorporated 
more forensic accounting expertise and techniques, adopted more rigorous validation and quality assurance pro-
cedures, and substantially increased the amount of analytical tests and procedures. Additional analyses include:

examination of correspondence relating to complaints; ■■

comparisons of the dIR’s procurement reviews with Bank group pre- and post-procurement reviews; ■■

comparisons of the dIR’s financial management reviews with the audit reports provided to the Bank ■■

group; and 

comparisons of Bank group supervision reports with the dIR’s findings.■■

these steps were taken to respond to the Bank group’s government and Anticorruption strategy; uncover further 
links, patterns, schemes, and inconsistencies that point to harmful fraud and corruption; and to increase the 
value of the dIR’s findings, conclusions, and recommendations. 
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projects carried out by the government of India and one 
project implemented by a state government. the dIR is 
of an unprecedented size and scale and will be completed 
during the beginning of fiscal year 2008. 

ChAllenges

the dIR has evolved considerably over the past five 
years, not only in terms of its methodology but also with 
respect to the dissemination of its findings. In the first dIR 
in Indonesia in 2002, which reviewed only one project, 
the findings were used to start follow-up investigations, 
cancel the planned extension of the subject project until 
such mitigation measures were implemented as neces-
sary, and to reclaim funds. In addition, lessons learned 
were discussed as part of the ongoing dialogue between 
the Bank group’s country team and the government. 
however, the dIR had no significant impact on the Bank 
group’s own control mechanisms. In contrast, because of 
its size and scope, some of the lessons learned from the 
dIR India may be applicable Bank group-wide. the chal-
lenge will be to analyze the data collected in a manner 
whereby lessons can be extracted, and to communicate 
effectively to the relevant departments a set of recommen-
dations based on the lessons learned so that the neces-
sary improvements can be made. 

Int plans to continue to use the dIR more strategically with 
the aim of adding as much value as possible to the Bank 
group’s operations in mitigating fraud and corruption. the 
dIR India is an important step in that direction. however, such 
large-scale dIRs are extremely resource-intensive in terms of 
manpower and time and also require very specific skills for 
analyzing and translating data into valuable information for 
the Bank group’s operations. dIRs are therefore likely to be 
used less frequently, though more strategically, in the future. 
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plAns foR fIsCAl 2008

finalize dIR India and submit final report to the World Bank group with recommendations to improve controls;■■

submit final redacted report to the government of India and dfId in liaison with the Bank group’s Regional and ■■

Country management;

Consider investigative follow-up for the dIR India;■■

Consolidate the different dIR-databases to achieve analytical synergy;■■

determine the optimal timing to start formal investigations that may follow from dIR findings to achieve maximum ■■

impact with available resources;

Implement recommendations that may flow from the Independent Review panel.■■
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oveRvIeW

the voluntary disclosure program (vdp) is a proactive 
tool that combats fraud and corruption through prevention 
and deterrence. the World Bank’s Board of executive 
directors formally approved the vdp’s programmatic 
elements on August 1, 2006, following a three-year pro-
gram pilot. Int publicly launched the vdp the same day 
through a press release, published in six languages, and 
the vdp website, www.worldbank.org/vdp.17

under the vdp, participants commit to: (i) not engage in 
misconduct in the future; (ii) disclose to the Bank group 
the results of an internal investigation into past fraudulent, 
corrupt, collusive, or coercive practices in Bank-financed 
or supported projects or contracts; and (iii) implement a 
robust internal compliance program which is monitored 
for three years by a Bank-approved compliance monitor 
(see Box 10). participants pay the costs associated with 
almost every step of this process.

In exchange for their full cooperation, vdp participants 
avoid sanctions for disclosed past misconduct, their 

identities are kept confidential, and they may continue 
to compete for Bank-supported projects. the Bank group 
will sanction, for ten years, any participant that engages 
in continued misconduct or materially violates the vdp’s 
terms & Conditions. 

BenefIts And fIRst-yeAR Results

the vdp provides many benefits to the Bank group, 
its member countries, and its partners. the program 
benefits the Bank group by providing high-quality 
evidence of the nature, forms, and patterns of fraud 
and corruption in its projects—including ongoing or 
planned corrupt acts—as well as the identities of corrupt 
actors. the Bank group uses this information to guide 
its investigations, safeguard its projects, and improve its 
policies (see Box 11).

the vdp benefits the Bank group’s member countries 
by helping to ensure the proper use of Bank group and 
donor funds, and by facilitating meaningful enforcement 
action by national authorities based upon participant 
disclosures. the vdp also benefits the Bank group’s 
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17  the official languages of the World Bank are Arabic, Chinese, english, french, Russian and spanish.

Iv. voluntARy dIsClosuRe pRogRAm (vdp)

ACComplIshments

the vdp was publicly launched on August 1, 2006; ■■

Int presented the vdp to more than 70 groups inside and outside of the Bank group; ■■

the business community expressed considerable interest in the vdp and Int received many specific inquiries ■■

about the program; 

Int prepared several reports for member countries that summarize vdp participant disclosures regarding ■■

fraudulent or corrupt practices that occurred in those countries; 

Int’s vdp team coordinated closely with the department’s external Investigations unit to provide investigators ■■

with information and investigative leads; 

Int reviewed and commented on several participants’ anticorruption compliance programs, helping to enhance ■■

their effectiveness. 
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partners by incentivizing both bribe givers and bribe tak-
ers to cease corrupt behavior and comply with the Bank 
group’s rules. In the long term, this will promote a busi-
ness environment in Bank group member countries that is 
increasingly characterized by merit-based competition.

during fy07, the vdp had many significant accomplish-
ments, including the following:

the vdp was publicly launched via press releases ■■

and the dedicated vdp website. As a result of this 
launch, the vdp was featured in more than 70 
press articles in 30 countries, as well as radio inter-
views on the BBC, french-speaking Radio Canada 
International, and Radio france Internationale.

Int presented the vdp to more than 70 groups ■■

inside and outside of the Bank group, including 
briefings to business and industry associations, 
government and non-profit groups, and the integrity 
divisions of the other mdBs.

The VDP Process

All firms, other entities, and individuals performing under Bank-financed or supported projects or contracts are eli-
gible to participate in the vdp unless they are Bank group staff or under active investigation by the Bank group. 
participants enter the vdp by agreeing to a non-negotiable, standardized set of terms & Conditions.

participants begin their vdp participation by listing their Bank-financed or supported contracts that were signed 
or in effect during at least the previous five years. If they wish, participants also can list older contracts. the Bank 
group reviews and approves this list, and the participant then classifies each contract as tainted or untainted by 
fraud and corruption. the Bank group samples untainted contracts to verify this classification.

following the list’s verification, the participant internally investigates its tainted contracts and reports its findings to 
the Bank group. Int then verifies the completeness and accuracy of the firm’s investigation and shares selected 
disclosures with member countries, Bank group management and staff, and other stakeholders through reports 
carefully redacted to keep the vdp participant’s identity confidential.

After finishing its investigation and report, the participant submits its ethics and compliance program to the Bank 
group for review and approval. A Bank-approved compliance monitor then monitors the program’s implemen-
tation for three years and reports annually to both the participant and the Bank. If no further issues arise, the 
participant exits the vdp two years after the monitor’s final report.
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the business community expressed considerable ■■

interest in the vdp, and Int received many specific 
inquiries about the program. (for confidentiality and 
deterrence reasons, Int does not disclose the number 
of vdp applicants or participants.)

Int prepared several reports for member countries ■■

that summarize vdp participant disclosures regard-
ing fraudulent or corrupt practices that occurred in 
those countries. When writing these reports, Int fol-
lowed a rigorous, 24-step report redaction protocol 
to protect the participants’ confidential identities. 
Int will deliver these reports in fy08.

Int’s vdp team coordinated closely with the ■■

department’s external Investigations unit to provide 
investigators with information and investigative 

leads. Resulting investigations led the Bank group to 
take measures to protect ongoing projects, such as 
scheduling additional audits to detect and address 
possible procurement fraud.

Int reviewed and commented on several partici-■■

pants’ anticorruption compliance programs, helping 
to enhance their effectiveness.

vdp has opened a disclosure “portal” in Int that ■■

has encouraged firms to make robust disclosures 
outside of the vdp and thereby increased the Bank 
group’s understanding of fraud and corruption  
in the projects the institution finances. numerous 
high-profile disclosures are currently underway 
which will lead to considerable results in the  
near term. 
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despite being a new program, the vdp has already taught the Bank group many important lessons about the 
anatomy of fraud and corruption. for example, vdp participants have informed Int that the notion of a country 
or culture being “entirely corrupt” is inaccurate. Rather, certain firms and officials engage in corrupt practices, 
and action taken against them can make a significant impact on fraud and corruption in the country as a whole. 
participants also revealed that their improper payments appeared in their financial records, usually as abnor-
mally large or patterned transactions in catch-all accounts like administration costs or office expenses. Int has 
added this knowledge to the “red flags” that it uses in its investigations, technical assistance, and trainings.

Importantly, participants repeatedly emphasized that they gained business advantages by improving their 
corporate ethics. they told Int that many potential clients inquire about their corporate ethics policies and 
programs, so having strong policies and programs helped them earn business. several participants used their 
compliance program development efforts as a platform for analyzing and managing risks throughout their busi-
ness, making them more competitive. And participants often noted that their compliance programs deterred third 
parties from soliciting bribes from their employees because those third parties knew their employees would not 
pay. this deterrence effect makes ethical business easier and provides hope for the future as ever more firms, 
ngos, and individuals adopt ethics policies and programs.
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ChAllenges

Int’s experiences during the vdp’s first year of 
public operation highlighted three key challenges 
for the future. first, the vdp’s superficial similarity to 
traditional amnesty systems can be confusing, and 
Int must strive to keep the distinction clear. the vdp 
is not a plea bargain, pardon, or amnesty because 
the program’s terms are non-negotiable and entry into 
the vdp does not limit a sovereign government’s right 
to prosecute that company. moreover, participants in 
the program must pay most program costs, commit to 
monitored reform, and remain liable for violations of 
national laws. 

second, Int has found that the vdp yields a large 
volume of useful information, and there is great demand 
for that information both within and outside of the Bank 
group. Int shares extensive vdp information after mak-
ing thorough redactions to keep participants’ identities 
confidential. Int must continue to process and share 
vdp disclosures as efficiently as possible while always 
maintaining confidentiality.

third, Int must continue to publicly promote the vdp and 
encourage program participation. the vdp’s benefits 
grow with the number of participants in the program, and 
sustaining business interest in the vdp will require contin-
ued worldwide communications outreach.

plAns foR fIsCAl 2008

Conduct further global communications outreach, with a particular emphasis on World Bank client countries, by ■■

conducting vdp communications outreach missions overseas and using the Bank group’s global development 
learning network to reach additional countries and markets;

move vdp participants through the program as efficiently as possible by obtaining more assistance from non-vdp ■■

team staff when needed;

process and share participants’ disclosures as quickly as possible while continuing to use best efforts to eliminate ■■

the risk that a participant could be identified as a source of shared information. Int plans to accomplish this goal 
by using its completed redacted reports as models for future reports, and thus reduce drafting time;

leverage disclosed information when pursuing action against companies about which Int has received informa-■■

tion from vdp participants;

Implement recommendations that may flow from the Independent Review panel.■■
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oveRvIeW

the Bank group’s internal disciplinary process set forth 
in staff Rule 8.01 (disciplinary proceedings) is separated 
into two distinct components. the first is the investigative 
component which mandates Int to investigate allega-
tions of possible staff misconduct. the second is the 
decision-making component, which is the responsibility 
of the Bank group’s vice president for human Resources 
(hRvp). Int does not make disciplinary decisions. In 
other words, Int has the role of impartial and indepen-
dent fact-finder. Its findings and conclusions on any given 
case are subject to review by the hRvp and may be chal-
lenged by the staff members involved in the Bank group’s 
independent Appeals Committee, and ultimately in the 
Administrative tribunal. 

Allegations of staff misconduct that can lead to investiga-
tions by Int include alleged fraud and corruption commit-
ted both in Bank group operations and in relation to the 
Bank group’s own administrative budget and various staff 
benefits programs. Int also investigates allegations of 
workplace misconduct as well as other serious violations 
of Bank group rules and policies (see Box 13). 

With respect to workplace misconduct, Int works closely 
with its colleagues in the Conflict Resolution system 
(CRs), individual managers, and human Resources staff 
in pursuing, where possible and appropriate, informal 
means of addressing and resolving grievances that are 
initially reported to Int for inquiry or investigation.18 
through this collaboration, Int strives to reserve the for-
mal investigative and disciplinary process as an avenue 

v. InteRnAl InvestIgAtIons And sAnCtIons

18   for all intents and purposes, the CRs is comprised of five core services: ombuds services, mediation services, Appeals Committee, Administrative tribunal, 
and office of ethics and Business Conduct. Associated services that provide additional support are human Resources, staff Association, legal vice presidency, 
personal and Work stress Counseling unit, and Int.

ACComplIshments

the Internal unit completed and closed a significant number of cases (152) and opened 123 cases, bringing ■■

the overall size of its portfolio down to 57 cases at the end of fiscal 2007;

of the 152 cases closed, 38 were referred to the CRs or to management for intervention and 114 cases were ■■

investigated;

of the 114 cases investigated, 51 (45 percent) were found to be substantiated, 25 (22 percent) were unfound-■■

ed and 38 (33 percent) were unsubstantiated;

Options Letters■■  were offered to 10 staff members and accepted by eight (80 percent) of them (see Box 14);

Int was a major contributor to the ongoing formulation of a comprehensive Bank group whistleblower policy ■■

(see Box 16);

the Internal unit increasingly shared lessons learned from its investigative efforts with relevant units within the ■■

Bank group;

the Internal unit has worked with the Bank group’s general services department (gsd) in pursuing the first-■■

ever vendor debarments under gsd’s own debarment procedures based on evidentiary findings from multiple 
staff misconduct investigations;

Int further improved the transparency of its investigative process, standards and procedures (■■ see Box 13).
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since 2004, Int’s Annual Integrity Reports show the general public and Bank group staff, by publicly reporting its inves-
tigative outcomes at an aggregate level that Int takes allegations of fraud, corruption and other forms of misconduct seri-
ously and that staff members are held accountable for failures to comply with the Bank group’s staff Rules or Bank group 
policies. similarly, Int has continued to highlight the number of cases in which Int has fully cleared staff members who 
were wrongly accused of misconduct to underscore the role of Int as an unbiased, neutral, and impartial finder of fact. 

during fiscal year 2007 and based on stakeholder feedback, Int has also substantially improved the transparency of its 
investigation processes within the Bank group. for example, an enhanced “staff guide to Int”, which contains links to vari-
ous Int standards and procedures, matters of due process and staff rights, all relevant staff policies and other resources, was 
published on the Bank group’s intranet in fiscal year 2007. the guide was also distributed electronically to the Bank group’s 
staff Association and the entities of the Conflict Resolution system (CRs) for information and cascading to staff counselors and 
Respectful Workplace Advisors. the guide was published in brochure form during the first quarter of fiscal year 2008. 

In addition, Int has instituted a policy and practice of providing staff members who are the subject of an impending formal 
staff Rule 8.01 investigation with a 24-hour notice, by email, in advance of their first formal interview with Int investigators. 

these notices provide the staff member with context for the interview and emphasize their right to be accompanied by another 
staff member, including a representative from the staff Association to observe the interview proceedings. the notice also contains 
several relevant documents including a complete list of the staff members’ rights and obligations, the staff guide to Int, and staff 
Rule 8.01 (disciplinary proceedings) to help familiarize the staff member with the process in advance of their interview. 

finally, as a member of the “Rules” working group on CRs Reform, Int prepared and presented the full menu of staff rights and 
obligations under the Bank group’s disciplinary proceedings, much of which were derived from Int’s existing standards and 
procedures for Conducting Internal Inquiries and Investigations, for codifying in staff Rule 8.01 (disciplinary proceedings). 

of last resort or for cases which, on their face, are egre-
gious. Int will not initiate an investigation of workplace 
misconduct without the express consent of the aggrieved 
staff member. 

the principal objective in a formal investigation is to 
establish whether there is sufficient evidence to either: 
(i) substantiate an allegation of misconduct which in turn 
provides the institution the means with which to hold 
the wrongdoer accountable; or (ii) refute (i.e., disprove) 
the allegation and clear the accused staff member of 
any wrongdoing. If the evidence is inconclusive or if 
the allegation is vague and lacks specificity the case is 
closed as unsubstantiated, as the benefit of the doubt 
always goes to the accused. Int’s objective is not 
to increase the number of substantiated cases but to 
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Fraud and corruption
operations related
Administrative budget related
Conflict of interest
tax allowance fraud

Compliance issues

Violations of WBG Rules & Policies

Workplace misconduct
sexual harassment
harassment
discrimination
Retaliation 
Abuse of authority
false allegations
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provide solid investigative findings to be able to resolve 
the allegations made.

the investigative and decisionmaking process related 
to allegations of staff misconduct aim to achieve three 
equally important goals: (1) investigative thoroughness; 
(2) transparency of process; and (3) protection of the 
rights of all parties concerned, including the accused 
staff member, those who report allegations, and those 
who provide information during an ensuing inquiry or 
investigation. A complete overview of all the steps in the 
investigative and decision-making process can be found  
in Appendix 6. 

InvestIgAtIons And CAseloAd 
mAnAgement

the Internal unit of Int carried over 86 cases into fis-
cal year 2007, opened 123 new cases, an increase of 
21 (20 percent) from fiscal year 2006, and closed 152 
cases, an increase of 55 (63 percent) from fiscal 2006. 
As a result, 57 cases were carried over to fiscal 2008 for 
a net reduction of 29 cases (34 percent) from the previ-
ous year (see table 6). 

the 152 cases represent the highest volume of internal 
cases completed in the past four fiscal years. In addition 
to the sustained and concerted efforts by the Internal 
unit, a number of other factors contributed to the 
exceptionally high number of cases completed and 
closed in this fiscal year. the continued use of Options 
Letters (see Box 14) and the modest increase of cases 
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19   this number includes 10 cases pending disciplinary decisions by vphR at the end of fy07, which unlike prior years, were logged as closed on the basis that 
Int completed and delivered its core deliverable (i.e. the final Investigative Report)

20   Int Internal unit’s fy04 ending caseload was reduced by 16 in table 8.  some of the figures for fiscal 2004 vary from those reflected in Int’s “Annual Report 
on Investigations and sanctions of staff misconduct and fraud and Corruption in Bank-financed projects, fiscal year 2004.” When compiling the data for 
the fiscal year 2005-2006 Annual Report, Int discovered that the variance was due to two errors which occurred in preparing the fiscal year 2004 Annual 
Report: (i) the case category for a few cases opened and /or closed in fiscal 2004 was incorrectly recorded in the database during data entry; and (ii) some 
cases were inadvertently counted twice because they had been logged in both the external database and the Internal database during a period when the 
former databases in use by Int for recording external and internal cases were not integrated as they are beginning in fiscal 2005. In order to validate and 
ensure the integrity of the data reflected in the fiscal year 2005-2006 report for both fiscal 2004 and fiscal 2005, Int conducted a line-by-line review of every 
internal case in the database that was carried over into fiscal 2004 and 2005, opened and closed in fiscal 2004 and 2005, and active at the end of fiscal 
2004 and 2005.

Internal Cases (FY04–07)

  FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07

Cases carried over  71 94 77 86
new cases opened 151 117 102 123

subtotal  228 211 179 209
Cases closed  118  134 93 15219

Ending caseload 110 77 86 57
  (16)
  9420
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Int delegated to managers, under the continuous 
guidance and oversight of Int, allowed the Internal 
unit to focus on those cases that warranted the most 
investigative attention. the 152 cases also included 10 
cases that were originally pending disciplinary decisions 
by the vice president of human Resources (hRvp) at the 
end of the fiscal year. unlike prior years, these cases 
were logged as closed on the basis that Int completed 
and delivered its core deliverable (i.e., the final Report 
of Investigation). In future, cases will be logged as closed 
on the same basis. Additional investigative resources 
during the second and third quarter of fiscal 2007 to 
make up for losses sustained in the previous fiscal year 
complete the picture. 

In fiscal year 2007, the Internal Investigations unit made a 
special effort to complete and close cases more than one 
year old. of the 152 cases completed and closed in fiscal 
year 2007, 68 cases were more than one year old. By 
contrast, of the 93 cases closed in fiscal year 2006, 44 
cases were more than one year old. At the end of fiscal 
year 2007, of the 57 pending cases, only 18 cases (32 
percent) were aged more than one year. 

the Internal unit’s closure rate was attained notwithstand-
ing: (i) substantial demands of the Independent Review 
panel on the Internal unit’s limited resources; (ii) the 
growing demand for advice by staff, managers, and 
human Resource professionals on addressing contentious 
workplace issues; and (iii) collateral issues stemming 
from the Bank group’s leadership crisis in the spring of 
2007. the leadership crisis resulted in Int receiving a 
large increase of complaints (538 complaints) via the 
hotline; all of which had to be vetted before they could 
be sent to the appropriate Bank group unit, mostly the 
Bank group Board’s ethics Committee (see Box 15). 
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Int first introduced the Options Letter in 2003, in collabo-
ration with the Bank group’s legal vice presidency and 
the human Resources vice presidency. the Options Letter 
is an institutional cost-saving alternative to pursuing the full 
formal disciplinary process and has proven to be an effec-
tive tool for managing the Internal unit’s caseload. the use 
of Options Letters is limited to situations in which (i) based 
on the results of the preliminary inquiry, the allegation is 
deemed credible and (ii) the conduct, if substantiated dur-
ing a misconduct investigation, would mandate termina-
tion under staff Rule 8.01 (disciplinary proceedings). 

through the Options Letter, the subject staff member is 
afforded the option to voluntarily terminate his or her staff 
appointment or consultancy contract with the Bank group 
and agree to a permanent bar to future employment with 
the Bank group in any capacity; a permanent restriction 
on access to Bank group facilities worldwide; restitution 
where applicable; and a waiver to any rights to appeal 
(option one), in lieu of undergoing the potentially more 
intrusive and visible formal disciplinary process (option 
two). A staff member’s decision to leave the Bank group 
under an Options Letter has the same effect as termination 
for misconduct.

If the Options Letter alternative is pursued, the specific 
nature of the alleged misconduct and the two options 
are detailed in a formal letter to the subject staff member 
drafted by Int, reviewed by the Bank group’s legal vice 
presidency and signed and issued by the director of 
operations for hRvp (or by the IfC hR vice president in 
the case of IfC staff). 

the Options Letter tool protects both the Bank group’s 
interests as well as the staff member’s due process rights. 
In fiscal year 2007, the Options Letter was offered in ten 
cases; in eight of those cases, the subject staff member 
selected voluntary termination (including the conditions 
listed above) in lieu of a formal investigation. 
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types of Allegations

Allegations against Bank group staff vary widely and range 
from fraud and corruption in Bank group operations or in 
relation to the Bank group’s own administrative budgets to 
other forms of misconduct such as sexual harassment, abuse 
of authority, violations of Bank group policies and proce-
dures (e.g. conflicts of interest), and non-compliance with 
private legal obligations (see table 7 and figure 6). 

the fluctuation in the number of new cases received from 
year to year should not be interpreted as evidence of the 
frequency of staff misconduct worsening or improving. 
Rather, the fluctuation is an indicator of the overall report-
ing environment. 

the Bank group takes all allegations seriously. Cases of 
alleged sexual harassment which have stayed at the same 
level as in fiscal 2006 (4), are accorded the highest prior-
ity, along with those involving alleged fraud and corrup-
tion by Bank group staff. 

outComes And Results

during fiscal 2007, Int closed 152 cases of alleged 
staff misconduct. of these, 114 cases (75 percent) were 
investigated and 38 cases (25 percent) were reassigned 
to other colleagues within the Conflict Resolution system 
(CRs) (see table 10). of the cases investigated, 51 (45 
percent) were substantiated, 38 (33 percent) were unsub-
stantiated and 25 (22 percent) were unfounded.21 

table 8 and figure 7 show that, over the past four years, 
the percentage of substantiated cases has remained 
constant at around 45 percent, while the percentage 
of unsubstantiated and unfounded cases has alternated 
between 20 and 30 percent. unsubstantiated cases result 
from one of two situations. the first situation involves 
cases in which upon investigation Int determines that 
the evidence is inconclusive. In this instance, fairness 
dictates that the benefit of the doubt goes to the accused. 
the second situation involves allegations received by Int 
which are unsupported, too vague or ambiguous for Int 
to responsibly conduct an investigation. this situation 

21   A case is “substantiated” when the evidence is reasonably sufficient to show that the alleged misconduct was committed; it is “unfounded” when the 
evidence is reasonably sufficient to show that the alleged misconduct did not occur; and it is “unsubstantiated” when the evidence is inconclusive or the 
allegation is unsupported, vague and ambiguous to warrant review.
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Board’s Ethics Committee

While Int investigates corruption and fraud in 
World Bank projects and possible misconduct of 
Bank group staff, the ethics Committee of the Bank 
group’s Board of directors is responsible for mat-
ters involving Board officials and the president. the 
Board’s ethics Committee may: 

consider requests from Board officials or the ■■

president for guidance concerning conflicts of 
interest, annual financial disclosures, or other 
ethical aspects of conduct in respect of Board 
officials or the president, and provide advice 
in response thereto; and 

consider allegations of misconduct against Board ■■

officials or the president that relate to the per-
formance of official duties or actions that affect 
their performance of official duties, whether 
such actions are taken prior to, during, or, with 
respect to any applicable restrictions on future 
employment or disclosure of information, subse-
quent to their terms of service as Board officials 
or president, and make recommendations to the 
executive directors with respect thereto. 

As the president is not a staff member, Int has no juris-
diction over the president. moreover, since Int reports 
to the president, any involvement of Int in investigat-
ing the president would by itself constitute a conflict of 
interest. hence, any allegations involving the president 
or the Board of directors that are received by Int via 
its hotline or any other venue for reporting allegations 
are forwarded to the Board’s ethics Committee. 
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may occur when an allegation is made anonymously and 
the source does not provide Int with a means to com-
municate with him/her in an anonymous manner (e.g., a 
commercial e-mail address using a pseudonym) or there 
is no way to pursue the allegation without disclosing the 
identity of the complainant and Int determines that the 
risk of retaliation is too high for the complainant. 

Int’s objective is not to increase the number of substan-
tiated cases but to provide solid investigative findings to  

be able to resolve the allegations made. In this regard, 
aside from the 45 percent of substantiated cases in 
which Int found sufficient evidence to enable the Bank 
group to impose disciplinary measures and thereby 
hold staff members accountable for their actions, an 
equally important outcome is the 22 percent of cases  
in which the Int’s investigation fully cleared staff  
members who had been accused of misconduct 
(unfounded cases). 
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Internal Cases by Type and Number of Allegations (FY04-07)

type of CAses FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07

Fraud and corruption: operations related 32 (21%) 11 (9.5%) 21 (21%) 18 (15%)
Fraud and corruption: admin/budget related 48 (32%) 53 (45%) 28 (27%) 36 (29%)
Workplace misconduct 10 (7%) 11 (9.5%)  18 (18%) 15 (12%)
Sexual harassment 7  (5%) 9 (8%) 4 (4%) 4 (3%)
Violation of WBG policies and procedures 17 (11%)  15 (13%) 26 (25%)  37 (30%)
Non-compliance with personal legal obligations 37 (24%) 18 (15%) 5 (5%) 13 (11%)

Total cases 151  117  102  123
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sanction-Related Activities

the 51 cases that were substantiated in fiscal 2007 were 
submitted to the human Resources vice president for 
review and decision. details of the 51 cases that were 
substantiated in fiscal 2007 follow (see table 9).

In fiscal year 2007, of the 14 substantiated cases of fraud 
and corruption affecting the Bank group’s administrative 
budget, the hRvp terminated 11 staff and barred them 
from rehire; four were also required to make restitution. 

one staff was demoted, one staff received a reprimand 
and lost his/her privileges and one warranted no action. 
these staff, ranging from level gA to gJ, were sanctioned 
for having engaged in a range of activities including:22

submitting inflated overtime claims and stealing fuel ■■

in a Country office;

submitting fraudulent expense claims ranging from ■■

as much as us$7,250 to as little as us$246;
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Internal Cases by Investigative Outcomes (FY04–07)

 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07

Cases closed 118  134  93  152 
Cases referred/not investigated 40  36  24  38
Cases investigated 70  98  69  114
of which:
 Substantiated 31 (44%) 47 (48%) 30 (44%) 51 (45%)
 Unsubstantiated 18 (26%) 30 (31%) 16 (23%) 38 (33%)
 Unfounded 21 (30%) 21 (21%) 23 (33%) 25 (22%)
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22 Bank staff levels range from lowest gA to highest gK

Internal Cases by Investigative Outcomes (FY04–07)
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Abuse of position and engaging in a conflict of inter-■■

est by hiring a person with whom the staff member 
had an intimate personal relationship as a consultant 
at an excessively high daily rate and then falsifying 
the consultant’s time and attendance records;

misusing the corporate credit card for making per-■■

sonal cash withdrawals;

embezzling funds ranging from as much as ■■

us$8,500 to as little as us$60;

filing false and fraudulent claims for dependency ■■

allowances totaling us$18,500; 

Abuse of position by using office maintenance assis-■■

tants, office vehicles and office supplies for personal 
use (see Case study 4); 

Abuse of position for personal gain by purchasing ■■

stock under preferential terms in companies that had 
then-current or prospective business interests in the staff 
member’s vice presidential unit and by personally 

Internal Substantiated Cases by Investigative Results and Sanctions (FY07)

NO. OF CASES AND CATEGORY  
OF MISCONDUCT ACTIONS TAKEN GRADE

4 - Fraud and corruption (operations) termination/bar to rehire and restitution (1) gh
 Country office (3) termination/bar to rehire (2) gg
 Washington hQ (1) Referred to management for mandatory training (1) gf

14 -   Fraud and corruption  
(administrative budget)

termination/bar to rehire and restitution (4) gf, gh, etC, stC
termination/bar to rehire (7) gA-gJ, etC

 Country office (10) demotion (1) gg
 Washington hQ (4) Reprimand, and loss of privileges (1)

no action required (1) 23

gh
gI

15 - Misuse of income tax allowances
 Washington hQ (15)

demotion, salary reduction, and written reprimand (2)
salary reduction, and written reprimand (10)
full compliance (1)
pending (2)

gC, ge
gA-gg
gC
gB, gC

2 - Abuse of authority/harassment termination/bar to rehire (1) gh
 Washington hQ(2) verbal reprimand (1) gf

3 - Sexual harassment termination/bar to rehire (3) gg, stC
 Country office (1)
 Washington hQ (2)

7 –  Non-compliance with personal  
legal obligations

termination/bar to rehire (3)
Written reprimand and warning (1)
full compliance (3)
 

stC
stC
stC
 

 Country office (4)
 Washington hQ (2)

6 - Other violations of Bank Group rules termination/bar to rehire (1) gg
 Country office (4) demotion, and salary reduction (1) gh
 Washington hQ (2) salary reduction, loss of benefits, and written reprimand (1) gh

Written reprimand (1) gA
Warning and written reprimand (1) gg
Resignation, conditional rehire – full compliance (1) gd
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23   this case was the second of two cases involving the former staff member who, as a result of the first case, was permanently barred from rehire for corrupt practices.
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intervening and advocating for a previously disquali-
fied firm to serve as a Bank group vendor, which 
led to the firm being the beneficiary of multiple sole 
source contracts valued in excess of us$5 million; 
witness intimidation, and failure to cooperate with 
an Int investigation. 

of the four substantiated cases of fraud and corruption 
affecting the Bank group’s operations, the hRvp terminated 
and barred from rehire three staff, ranging from level gg to 
gh; one was also required to make restitution. disciplinary 
decisions were applied for a range of activities, including:

Abuse of position and conflict of interest by hiring ■■

a short term Consultant (stC) to prepare terms of 
Reference (toR) for a project and then hiring the 
stC to perform the very work for which the stC had 
designed the toR;

Abuse of position, fraudulent representation, conflict ■■

of interest, and failure to disclose by concurrently 
working for the Bank group and for a company 
which was involved in a project financed by a trust 
fund administered by the Bank group;

Conflict of interest by entering into a business rela-■■

tionship with an outside entity without approval of 
the outside Interest Committee;

Abuse of position, collusion, and conflict of inter-■■

est by a task team leader who colluded with his 
son in establishing a company under his son’s 
name for the express purpose of obtaining Bank-
financed contracts, after which the company received 
us$179,000 in Bank-financed contracts.

fifteen staff members were found to have submitted 
fraudulent annual tax allowance certificates and misused 
the income tax allowances which the Bank group paid to 
them for the express purpose of paying timely taxes due 
on their Bank group compensation. sanctions in 12 such 
cases included salary reduction and written reprimand 
with two out of these 12 also being demoted in grade. 
one person provided proof of compliance following Int’s 
intervention in the matter and two cases are pending  
disciplinary decisions (see Case study 5). 

five staff, ranging from level gf to gh and an stC 
were found to have engaged in workplace misconduct. 

Fraud and Corruption (Administrative Budget)

A level gh Country manager was found to have defrauded the Bank group of us$7,250 by using Country 
office cars and drivers for personal purposes, using a country office mobile phone for his family’s personal pur-
poses and by submitting reimbursement claims for representation expenses with no supporting documentation. 

the manager also requested that country office drivers falsely record personal trips as “official miscellaneous” 
and to replace the original log entries of drivers’ logs with false entries in advance of an internal audit. finally, 
despite a warning from the Country director not to communicate with the Country office staff concerning Int’s 
ongoing preliminary inquiry, the staff member telephoned his staff to discuss Int’s visit, thereby violating the 
duty to cooperate provision in staff Rule 8.01. 

the manager was given an options letter which led to his voluntary termination, a permanent bar to future 
employment in any capacity anywhere in the Bank group, a permanent restriction on access to Bank group 
facilities, restitution, and a waiver to all rights to appeal.
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these cases included three sexual harassment cases  
and two abuse of authority/harassment cases. sanctions 
ranged from termination and bar to rehire to oral 
reprimand. 

six staff engaged in other types of violations of Bank 
group Rules ranging from:

misusing Bank group property;■■

tampering with e-mail records whereby a supervisor ■■

falsely and maliciously represented to management that 
a subordinate staff member was the source of failing 
to undertake certain operational actions when in fact 
it was the supervisor who was the actual subject of the 
failures in the original, unedited version of the e-mail;

circumventing vehicle importation rules to avoid pay-■■

ing taxes when selling a private vehicle shipped duty 
free to the staff member’s country office assignment;

willfully misrepresenting the fact of having a Category I ■■

close relative (blood relative) working for the Bank group;

repeatedly misusing the Bank group’s diplomatic ■■

pouch for shipping contraband materials.

In fiscal 2007, seven cases were substantiated regarding 
non-compliance with personal legal obligations (see Case 
study 6). three staff members were terminated and barred 
from rehire. one staff received a warning an written rep-
rimand while three staff members brought themselves into 
full compliance pursuant to Int’s intervention. 

Misuse of Income Tax Allowances

staff members, whose salary is paid net of income and social security taxes receive allowances to compensate 
for payments of income tax as well as a reimbursement of social security tax payments.24 In order to receive these 
allowances staff must pay all (estimated) income and social security taxes due on their Bank group compensation 
on time and certify annually to the Bank group that they made these payments. failure to do so may constitute 
misconduct under staff Rule 8.01, and result in disciplinary action. 

When the Bank group receives a notice of levy or lien from the u.s. Internal Revenue service or state tax 
authorities (e.g., states of virginia or maryland or the district of Columbia) indicating that a staff member has 
not paid their income taxes for tax years in which the staff member has applied for and received tax allowances, 
Int is responsible for determining whether or not the staff member has: (i) failed to comply with personal legal 
obligations; (ii) misused Bank group tax allowances; and/or (iii) made a fraudulent misrepresentation when 
submitting their annual certification upon which payment of tax allowances and reimbursement of social security 
taxes is calculated. 

In fiscal 2007, 15 cases involving fraudulent annual tax allowance certificates and misuse of tax allowance were 
substantiated. the levy/lien issued by the tax authorities ranged for a period between one to eight years. the 
amount of the levy/lien ranged from us$6,613 to us$171,938, including unpaid taxes and statutory additions. 
the staff members involved received tax allowances from the Bank group for the payments of tax years covered 
by the levy/lien in an amount ranging from us$6,750 to us$140,000. 
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24  united states nationals and Residents for tax purposes
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sharing lessons learned

leveraging the findings from certain investigations, the 
Internal unit disseminated lessons learned to stakeholders 
within the Bank group to help detect and/or deter fraud 
and other forms of misconduct as well as to help mitigate 
the conditions that provided an enabling environment on 
past cases of fraud or other forms of misconduct. 

to build awareness of institutional integrity activities and 
address the need for general deterrence and prevention, 
Int’s Internal unit actively alerts and educates Bank 
group staff on potential patterns of behavior they need 
to report. for example, the Internal unit has identified 
specific ‘red flags’ in the areas of travel fraud, corporate 
travel credit card fraud, fraud in claims for representa-
tion expenses, fraud in benefits programs, and fraud in 
institutional procurement. In fiscal year 2007, the Internal 
unit presented a briefing to the Resource management 
forum held in Washington, d.C., focusing on these five 
areas of potential fraud. 

In a second example of Int’s outreach efforts with other 
departments within the Bank group, the Internal unit 
collaborated with Internal Audit department (IAd) in fy 
2007 by conducting a joint mission to a Country office to 
investigate allegations of staff misconduct, serious control 
lapses and other irregularities in loans to staff members 
and various sAp-approved transactions. 

finally, Int’s lessons learned regarding institutional pro-
curement processes deriving from two unrelated investiga-
tions led gsd to revise the Bank group’s institutional pro-
curement processes to tighten controls and align them with 
the Bank group’s procurement guidelines and Consultant 
guidelines for Borrowing Countries. 

ChAllenges

the Internal Investigations unit continues to face chal-
lenges regarding the length of internal investigations, 
which the unit has been addressing in collaboration with 

Non-Compliance with Personal Legal Obligations

under the principles of staff employment, staff members are required to comply with their private legal 
obligations and due observance of the law and may not hide behind the Institution’s privileges and 
immunities in this regard. failure to do so may constitute misconduct under the provisions of staff Rule 8.01, 
and result in disciplinary action. 

Int is responsible for handling alleged non-compliance with personal legal obligations when the Bank 
group receives proper legal notice of a staff member’s liability. generally, allegations of non-compliance 
with personal legal obligations are based on the Bank group’s receipt of: (i) tax levy/lien from the tax 
authorities against staff members who received gross salary from the Bank group (Bank group Consultants); 
and (ii) garnishment orders from appropriate authorities showing a staff member’s obligation to pay an 
ascertainable amount of money. 

during fiscal year 2007, seven cases involving non-compliance with personal legal obligations were 
substantiated. six of these cases involved a tax levy/lien issued by the tax authorities for a period ranging 
between one to five years. the amount of the levy/lien ranged from us$5,560 to us$37,254.90, including 
unpaid taxes and statutory additions. one case involved a garnishment order against a staff member on an 
unpaid student loan. 
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the legal vice presidency and the vice presidency for 
human Resources. 

the time it takes to conclude an internal investigation is of 
perpetual concern to all stakeholders, whether accused, 
complainant, or affected department(s), as well as to Int 
itself. the length of an internal investigation is affected by 
myriad factors, not the least of which is that Int operates 
in an inherently unpredictable, allegation-driven environ-
ment. In contrast to external cases which can be triaged 
for priority and handling, all internal cases are considered 
high priority and must be reviewed and pursued to a  
logical point of resolution. 

no two cases are alike; they vary in complexity, number 
of allegations per staff member accused, geography, and 
risk to staff or the institution as a whole. over the past 
three fiscal years, the number of new cases has increased 
and cases have become more multifaceted and complex 
in nature. moreover, the Internal unit finished fiscal year 
2006 with 38 percent less staff than it began while 50 
percent of the current Internal unit staff joined Int during 
the second and third quarters of fiscal year 2007. 

over the years, the investigative process has become more 
elaborate in order to adhere to the jurisprudence from the 
World Bank’s Administrative tribunal, to benefit from les-
sons learned from Appeals Committee proceedings, and 
to ensure that investigations are carried out in a rigorous, 
competent, fair, and balanced manner. thoroughness often 
requires numerous interviews, the scheduling of which can 
be complicated by staff travel and difficulties in securing 

the cooperation of witnesses who need to be interviewed 
but who are external to the Bank group. 

thoroughness and fairness attendant to an impartial fact-
finding investigation also require that Int seeks not only 
inculpatory, but exculpatory evidence as well, including 
following up on all relevant investigative leads in support 
of the subject’s stated defense. In addition, and in fairness 
to the accused staff member, Int is flexible in granting 
approval to requests from subject staff members for exten-
sions in time in which to respond in writing to the allega-
tions and in reviewing and commenting on the draft final 
Report of Investigation before it is finalized and submitted 
for possible disciplinary decision. 

Int continues to seek ways to manage its finite resources 
more efficiently. the options letter (see Box 14) is one 
of the tools used to effectively off-set the above factors. 
Another tool is the delegation to management of prelimi-
nary inquiries or investigations in cases which Int deems 
are relatively straightforward and in which the underlying 
facts are not in dispute (e.g., because the accused have 
come forward or have already admitted their wrongdo-
ing). In these cases, Int provides continuous guidance 
and oversight to ensure that procedural safeguards are in 
place to protect the due process rights of staff, and assists 
in the drafting and/or reviewing of reports for submis-
sion to the hRvp for decision. finally, Int continues to 
scrutinize cases during the intake and evaluation stage 
(i.e., the first stage of the Internal process) to see if there 
are viable and appropriate alternative interventions to 
disciplinary proceedings. 
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since its inception, Int has handled hundreds of cases which were predicated upon Bank group staff “blowing 
the whistle” on suspected fraud, corruption, and other forms of serious misconduct. In this regard, Int has been 
quite successful in protecting staff from retaliation when staff approach Int as their first portal for reporting 
such allegations. 

historically, complaints of whistleblower retaliation have involved either: (i) situations where the staff member 
claimed retaliation by their management chain for having raised their concerns of alleged wrongdoing to man-
agement or through one of the portals within the Bank group’s Conflict Resolution system; or (ii) a staff member 
asserting “whistleblower status” for allegedly having raised concerns in the workplace after experiencing an 
adverse personnel action but which, upon investigation, the evidence showed that the staff member’s alleged 
whistleblowing had no basis in fact. 

notwithstanding, many staff understandably remain fearful of retaliation if they raise allegations of misconduct 
within the workplace, particularly those staff who are based in Country offices. similarly many staff believe that 
the institution cannot effectively protect them from retaliation. 

In early 2005, the Bank group formed a Whistleblowing policy Working group to study, clarify and strengthen 
the Bank group’s existing policies on whistleblower protection. the Bank group’s goals in this area are to 
promote a safe environment for reporting misconduct, to prohibit retaliation, to assure that every possible step 
is taken to address cases of misconduct, to manage risks, and to uphold standards of good governance within 
the World Bank group. 

the Working group consisted of the legal vice presidency (chair), the human Resources vice presidency 
and Int. the Working group engaged an outside consultant – Robert vaughn, professor of law at American 
university (usA), who issued a report in April 2005. the report was circulated to both the personnel and Audit 
Committees of the Board of executive directors on may 23, 2005. 

the Working group considered the recommendations contained in the vaughn Report and conducted consulta-
tions with other outside experts knowledgeable on best practices in this field and with the staff Association, and 
carefully considered the protective rules provided by other international organizations and the laws in place in 
the Bank group’s shareholder countries. 

In fy 2007, a new Rule was drafted and presented to both the personnel and Audit Committees. Additional 
consultations are underway with the staff Association, outside experts and others as needed. management 
plans to present before the personnel and Audit Committees a revised draft in the first quarter of fiscal year 
2008 and seek Board approval soon thereafter. 
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during fy07, Int played a key role among the multilateral 
development Banks and within the International financial 
Institution Anticorruption task force (IfI task force) in 
order to streamline policies and procedures within the 
World Bank group and among its sister organizations. 
In addition, Int was greatly involved in the development, 
approval by the Board, and implementation of a new set 
of reforms to the Bank group’s sanctions regime, includ-
ing the introduction of “obstructive practice” as a new 
sanctionable offense. 

sAnCtIons RefoRms

In July 2004, the Bank group’s Board of executive 
directors approved a paper entitled Reform of the World 
Bank’s Sanctions Process. the reforms were formulated 
in light of the Bank group’s experience with the admin-
istrative sanctions process as well as recommendations 
made by the 2002 thornburgh Report.25 the aim of these 
reforms was to increase the efficiency, effectiveness, trans-
parency and objectivity of the sanctions process. 

In August 2006, the Bank group adopted a series of 
additional reforms in its sanctions regime building on the 
work of the IfI task force (see below IFI Task Force) to 
ensure consistency of treatment of fraud and corruption 
occurring in Bank-financed projects across the world and 

to increase the effectiveness of the investigative process. 
these standards will help level the playing field among 
the various individuals and entities involved in Bank-
financed projects. 

As a result of these two sets of reforms, the following 
changes were implemented in fy07: 

the sanctions Committee has been replaced by the ■■

sanctions Board which is now composed both of 
Bank group staff and external members. members 
are appointed by the executive directors based on a 
recommendation from the president;

A new position of evaluation and suspension officer ■■

(eo) has been established to act as a first tier of 
review. the eo is charged with making an initial 
assessment of the sufficiency of the evidence pre-
sented by Int against the accused party. he/she 
can remand a case back to Int for lack of evidence 
as well as temporarily suspend all new contracts 
pending the final outcome of the sanctions process. 
the eo also recommends a sanction to the sanctions 
Board (the second tier) which becomes the sanction 
imposed if the accused does not contest the charge, 
and has the authority to issue a temporary suspen-
sion from bidding on Bank-financed contracts pend-
ing final resolution of a case;

vI. polICy development And AdvIsoRy seRvICes

ACComplIshments

substantial contributions in preparing for the Board’s approval of major reforms in the Bank group’s sanctions system;■■

expanded provision of risk mitigation advice and guidance;■■

leadership role in harmonizing definitions of fraud and corruption across the IfIs; and■■

Improved management of trust fund-related cases.■■

25   “Report Concerning the debarment processes of the World Bank” submitted by a team of external experts headed by former u.s. Attorney-general and deputy 
secretary-general of the un Richard thornburgh on April 1, 2002 and revised on August 14, 2002.
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the sanctions Board issues decisions on appropri-■■

ate sanctions as opposed to the recommending role 
of the sanctions Committee where the final decision 
was taken by the president. the president is no lon-
ger part of the sanctions process;

Incentives to contractors who voluntarily disclose infor-■■

mation on fraud and corruption, admit culpability and/
or cooperate in the investigation, were introduced to 
allow for greater flexibility in imposing sanctions;

the sanctions Board has more flexibility in types of ■■

sanctions, such as conditional non-debarment and 
debarment with conditional release;

the sanctions regime has been expanded to include ■■

IfC and mIgA;26

expanded definitions related to corrupt, fraudulent, ■■

coercive and collusive practice as agreed among 
the mdBs were adopted. the Bank group thereby 
expanded the coverage of the sanctions regime 
beyond procurement to any aspects of a project, 
including financial management and implementation;

A new sanctionable offense, “obstructive practice”, ■■

defined as deliberate obstruction of Bank group 
investigations into fraud and corruption, was adopt-
ed. this will facilitate enforcing the Bank group’s 
audit clause granting access to a contractor’s books 
and records concerning Bank-financed contracts;

new Anticorruption guidelines set out the obligations ■■

of borrowers and other recipients of loans proceeds 
to prevent and combat fraud and corruption in con-
nection with the use of loan proceeds. the guidelines, 
as well as revised procurement and Consultant 
guidelines incorporate the new definitions.

As a result of the new sanctions regime, a firm can no 
longer escape a sanction when it obstructs an investiga-
tion by, for example, shredding evidence. furthermore, a 
commercial bank is now sanctionable when, for example, 

it demands kickbacks in its capacity as a financial inter-
mediary making sub-loans to local beneficiaries out of  
the proceeds of a Bank group loan. similarily, an  
ngo engaged by the borrower to serve as an imple-
menting agency for a Bank-financed project can no  
longer escape sanction when committing corrupt or 
fraudulent practices. 

the larger scope of project activities, offenses and agencies  
covered, represents both challenges and opportunities for 
Int. on the one hand, more allegations of fraud and cor-
ruption may be expected since the offenses no longer need 
to relate to procurement alone or to IBRd and IdA related 
projects. on the other hand, investigating allegations is 
facilitated because of the increased access to evidence, as 
well as the incentives given to respondents to cooperate 
with the investigation.

since the approval of the sanctions reforms in 2006, each 
Bank group agency has formulated its “Anticorruption 
guidelines” that are consistent with relevant laws and 
international conventions. Int as well has started to adjust 
its policies and protocols to reflect the changes. the evalu-
ation and suspension officers for IBRd/IdA, IfC, mIgA 
and Bank partial Risk guarantees became operational in 
march 2007. the members of the sanctions Board were 
also appointed in march 2007 and the new Board met 
for the first time in June 2007. 

IfI tAsK foRCe

during the World Bank/International monetary fund 
(Imf) Annual meetings of september 2006 in singapore, 
the heads of the African development Bank (AfdB), Asian 
development Bank (AdB), european Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and development (eBRd), european Investment 
Bank (eIB), Inter-American development Bank (IdB), Imf, 
and the World Bank group endorsed a framework for 
preventing and combating fraud and corruption in their 
operations. this groundbreaking agreement was based 
on the work of the Joint International financial Institution 
Anticorruption task force.27 

26   due to the separate business model for private sector operations, there are a number of modifications to the sanctions process, including alternate evaluation 
and suspension officers and sanctions Board members with specialized expertise.

27   the IfI task force which was established in february 2006 by the heads of the African development Bank, Asian development Bank, european Bank for 
Reconstruction and development, Inter-American development Bank, International monetary fund, and european Investment Bank to work towards a consistent 
and harmonized approach to combat corruption in the activities and operations of the member institutions.
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this framework included the following agreements: 

Agreement in principle on standardized definitions ■■

of fraud, corruption, collusion, and coercion (see Box 
2, page 6); 

Agreement on common principles and guidelines for ■■

investigations; 

Agreement to strengthen the exchange of informa-■■

tion, as appropriate and with due attention to con-
fidentiality, in connection with investigations into 
fraudulent and corrupt practices; 

Agreement on general integrity due diligence princi-■■

ples relating to private sector lending and investment 
decisions; 

Agreement to explore further how compliance and ■■

enforcement actions taken by one institution can be 
supported by the others. 

A major outcome of the agreements was the first cross-
debarment by the european Bank for Reconstruction and 
development (eBRd) of lahmeyer International gmbh, a 
firm which the World Bank debarred in november 2006 
(see Box 17). 

WoRld BAnK gRoup engAgement 
on goveRnAnCe And 
AntICoRRuptIon (gAC)

In a Bank group-wide effort to strengthen governance and 
deepen the fight against fraud and corruption in member 
countries, the Bank group’s Board of executive directors 
in march 2007 adopted a strategy entitled strengthening 
World Bank group engagement on governance and 
Anticorruption (gAC). the strategy articulates the ratio-
nale for a deeper Bank group focus on gAC issues and 
outlines broadly the types of activities that can support 
and strengthen gAC outcomes in a country. In addition 
to improving a country’s governance, the strategy aims 

to ensure that the highest fiduciary standards are applied 
to Bank-financed operations, in large part by preventing 
opportunities for fraud and corruption through improved 
project design, greater disclosure, enhanced participa-
tion, and strengthening monitoring and supervision. 

Int’s work with regard to investigating fraud and cor-
ruption in Bank-financed projects and its use of proactive 
tools such as the voluntary disclosure program (vdp) and 
the detailed Implementation Review (dIR) are an integral 
part of the World Bank group’s new strategy to assist 
countries in combating fraud and corruption and building 
their institutions. When fraud and/or corruption in Bank-
supported projects is detected by Int’s investigative work, 
the Bank group will continue to publicly sanction corrupt 
firms and promote follow-up actions both by governments 
and internally. In addition, the gAC calls for the Bank 
group to step up the inclusion of appropriate fraud and 
corruption mitigation measures in project design, draw-
ing on lessons from Int investigations regarding effective 
anticorruption safeguards and due diligence. the gAC 
also recommends better dissemination of Int findings and 
emerging good practice and more explicit training and 
sensitization of task teams in how to spot “red flag” indi-
cators of fraud and corruption.

opeRAtIonAl AdvICe

during this fiscal year, Int expanded its efforts to provide 
advice based on lessons learned from its investigations 
to operational staff. during discussions with the Bank 
group’s project teams, Int works to explore what fraud 
and/or corruption risks may be present in the various 
components of the project and what cost-effective risk  
mitigation measures can be put in place. 

Int’s operational advice is meant to help the Bank 
group’s operational teams to avoid: i) vaguely or too 
broadly defined risks; ii) implementation of controls that 
do not effectively mitigate the risks; iii) tensions in country 
relations from not clearly discussing up-front the Bank 
group’s expectations with the government; and iv) losses 
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of resources from other donors. In terms of risk mitigation, 
Int has gathered valuable experience over the last year 
and a half from its advice to more than 50 task teams 
in such areas as complaint handling mechanisms, third 
party monitoring, transparency efforts, financial disclo-
sure programs, and other areas. 

the results of Int’s operational advice to date have been 
encouraging both in terms of greater protection of projects 
against potential fraud and corruption and of closer work-
ing relationships with procurement and Regional staff (see 
Box 17). one example of the value of this type of advice 
was the Infrastructure networks Anticorruption Award 
given to the paraguay Road project team —a project which 
Int had supported with advice on risk identification and 
mitigation and assistance in establishing a partnership with 
the Inter-American development Bank.

tRust fund-RelAted InvestIgAtIons

during fy 2007, Int took several steps to strengthen the 
institution’s management of trust fund-related investiga-
tions. Working with partners in the departments of Conces-
sional finance and global partnerships (Cfp), Controller’s, 
strategy and Resource management (CsR), and trust fund 
Quality Assurance and Compliance (tQC), Int established 
a trust fund Committee to help address issues surrounding 
possible allegations of misuse of the resources the Bank 
group manages through various trust funds. the Commit-
tee has met four times so far to discuss the current portfolio 
of trust fund related allegations (similar to the briefing Int 
undertakes for the Regions), any controls issues, donor 
relations, impact on financial statements, and policy gaps. 

second, Int began to share with the units represented 
in this Committee for their input the preliminary Inquiry 
Reports involving trust fund-related allegations. the con-
tributions received so far have been valuable to Int in its 
prioritization of the cases and in exploring further sources 
of information. third, the Committee is in the process of 
drafting a protocol to define more clearly the interface 
between Int and Cfp, CsR, and tQC, including the 
units’ respective accountabilities.

Bo
x 

se
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en
te

en Cross-debarment: A Result of Greater 
Cooperation between MDBs

on february 26, 2007, the london-based european 
Bank for Reconstruction and development (eBRd), in 
the first-ever case of cross-debarment by an mdB, 
declared lahmeyer International gmbh ineligible to 
receive future eBRd-financed contracts until lahmeyer 
has implemented an anticorruption program satisfac-
tory to the eBRd. 

Cross-debarment means that a company or indi-
vidual is declared ineligible to receive contracts 
from an institution based solely on the fact that 
fraud and/or corruption was substantiated and 
the firm debarred by another bank, in this case 
the World Bank. the eBRd’s announcement that 
they cross-debarred lahmeyer marked the first time 
a multilateral development Bank has taken such 
mutual enforcement action, and has the potential 
to significantly increase the deterrent effect of each 
Bank’s sanctions processes.

the cross-debarment concept resulted from increased 
cooperation between the different International 
financial Institutions (IfIs) which in september 
2006 resulted in a framework for preventing and 
combating fraud and corruption. this action by the 
eBRd validates its commitment as part of the Joint 
IfI Anti-Corruption task force to explore further how 
compliance and enforcement actions taken by one 
institution can be supported by the others.
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en Colombia: La Guajira Water and Sanitation Project—Addressing the Governance 
Challenge in the Infrastructure Sector

In 2007, the Bank group’s Board approved an important operation to address the pressing needs of the poor in 
the state of la guajira, one of the least developed and most impoverished of Colombia’s 32 states. Adequate 
water supply and sanitation is among the most critical needs of its 520,000 people – approximately 42 percent of 
whom are indigenous Wayúu people. Among other problems, the issue of governance, broadly defined, remains 
a key impediment to improving the quality of water services in la guajira. the design of the Bank-supported 
operation explicitly puts in place mechanisms to improve sector management and governance, including improved 
transparency and accountability. 

during preparation, the project team sought the guidance of Int in developing a clearly articulated approach 
for anti-corruption efforts under the operation. Int’s rich experience proved valuable in providing the team with 
examples of good practice and mechanisms to think through the complex interactions and relationships between 
institutional players and opportunities for corrupt or fraudulent practices. 

Int gave the team guidance on how to examine the project structure and engage the different stakeholders in 
identifying the most critical anticorruption aspects within the operation. Based on suggestions from Int, the team 
undertook stakeholder consultation and was able to develop a detailed transparency and Accountability strategy. 
this strategy includes risk mitigation measures such as a public website with all relevant contract award informa-
tion, a community oversight mechanism and a full-time local staff to work exclusively on the supervision of the 
project. the strategy was commended by a number of members of the Bank group’s Board of directors and has 
become an important tool for outreach and communication as the project moves forward to implementation. 
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CommunICAtIons And tRAInIng

during fy 2007, Int’s senior management and many in 
the department worked to strengthen the transparency 
of Int’s work. more than 160 presentations, briefings 
and other engagements   — including extensive outreach 
activities regarding the vdp (see further below) — were 
undertaken to explain Int’s mandate and activities. this 
extraordinary number of presentations was conducted on 
top of the extra workload brought about by the dIR India 
and the Independent Review panel. 

In addition to the number of internal and external dia-
logues, Int made a major effort in upgrading its internal 
and external websites, improving both their design and 
content in this fiscal year. 

the department’s most important message concerned its 
goal to become much closer to operations in terms of 
sharing information about ongoing investigations and 
lessons learned, and providing ideas on risk mitigation 
measures in order to ensure that projects will meet their 
objectives. staff of the Internal unit also continued their 
outreach regarding staff rights and obligations in the area 
of staff misconduct and encouraged staff members to 
come forward to Int directly, or via the various channels 
at their disposal, when they are aware of instances of 
fraud and corruption or staff misconduct.

In february 2007, Int completed and issued the Annual 
Integrity Report World Bank group fiscal years 2005 – 
2006. the Report, as well as the press release launching 
the Report, were translated into the Bank group’s other 
official languages28 and published on the Bank group’s 
website. numerous international media, press agencies 
and top economic and financial newspapers covered the 
Report, including interviews with the director and senior 
management of Int. 

Int also provided two technical briefings to the Bank 
group’s Board of directors in fy07. In addition, Int 
made a number of individual presentations and briefings 
to executive directors (eds) and alternate eds who joined 
the Bank group during the fiscal year. 

the department responded to many requests for briefings 
from representatives of national authorities and agencies 
such as the european Anti-fraud office (olAf), the Asian 
development Bank (AdB) and the organization for eco-
nomic Cooperation and development (oeCd), as well 
as from representatives from various national business 
associations.

the debarment by the Bank group’s sanctions Committee29 
of lahmeyer International gmbh was made public by a 
press release in november 2006 and was well covered 
by the international media. As a result of the publicity 
around this debarment, several private companies and 
law firms requested information about the vdp. 

Where possible and practical, Int staff who were on an 
investigative mission used the opportunity of the visits to 
reach out to Country office staff. further, staff in Int’s 
external unit used the monthly briefings to the Regions 
regarding the status of Int’s external investigations to 
discuss possible risk mitigation matters in projects. A 
series of workshops that Int piloted in fiscal year 2006 
to train task team members in identifying fraud and 
corruption in projects were continued in this fiscal year. 
these workshops include case studies of actual fraud 
and corruption schemes and tools to identify them. for 
example, the week-long Africa Region Quality Control 
workshop contained several Int modules covering one 
and a half days in total. the Int modules included 
hands-on training on fraud and corruption indicators 
and protocols on how and when to contact Int to limit 
impact on the project.

Int participated in a number of procurement Clinics for 
task team leaders (ttls) in the Africa region, conducting 
a one-hour module that provides ttls with early warning 
tools and with policies and procedures to use these tools. 
the presentations were followed by candid discussions 
about fraud and corruption issues in Regional projects. 
the most common feedback voiced in these clinics was  
to have more training of a similar kind. 

Int also continued to play a prominent role in the 
ongoing mdB forum, which discusses areas of 

vII. CommunICAtIons And outReACh

28  the other official languages of the World Bank are Arabic, Chinese, french, Russian and spanish.

29  this was the sanctions Committee’s last decision before it was replaced by the sanctions Board.
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cooperation and harmonization of processes and 
procedures regarding the investigation and prevention 
of fraud and corruption (see Chapter vI, IFI Task Force). 
As in the past, Int also participated in the Annual 
Conference of International Investigators held in vienna  
in may 2007.

CommunICAtIons RelAted to the 
lAunCh of the vdp

on August 1, 2006, the Board formally approved the 
programmatic elements of the voluntary disclosure pro-
gram (vdp), a proactive anticorruption tool as described 
in Chapter Iv. Immediately following Board approval, 
Int issued a press release for global distribution in 
the Bank group’s official languages and launched a 
dedicated vdp website on the Bank group’s intranet and 
external website. the vdp website includes details of all 
the programmatic elements of the vdp and an extensive 
questions and answers section. In addition, a brochure 
and a one-page summary were produced in the Bank 
group’s official languages to inform internal and exter-
nal audiences about the vdp. Inside the Bank group, 
the vdp team presented the program to a number of 

management teams of Regions and sectors, and to Bank 
group staff in two open townhall meetings, as well as 
via the intranet. 

In october 2006, the vdp team made an advocacy trip 
to europe and met with representatives of professional 
associations and member countries which included the 
International Chamber of Commerce, medef (the french 
Confederation of Business enterprises), olAf, europe Aid, 
the european Investment Bank (eIB), the prince of Wales 
International Business leaders forum, the french treasury, 
the netherlands development finance Company, and 
the federation of german Industries. lack of capacity 
allowed only one such mission in the fiscal year. the vdp 
team plans to continue this outreach to countries in other 
Regions in the second half of fy08. 

vdp staff also maintained a constructive dialogue with 
trusted partners like transparency International (tI) in 
Washington d.C., Berlin and norway; the World eco-
nomic forum’s partnership Against Corruption Initiatives 
(pACI); and transparent Agents and Contracting parties 
(tRACe) International. since the vdp launch, these and 
other professional organizations, legal associations and 
business publications have written about the vdp. 
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Int oRgAnIzAtIon

In fiscal year 2007, the Integrity department continued to 
adapt its organizational structure to enable it to address 
the growing demands on its investigative and advisory ser-
vices. the director’s office is responsible for policy, quality 
assurance, resource management, and strategic commu-
nications. the Chief Investigative officer, who reports to 
the director, oversees the external Investigations unit, the 
detailed Implementation Reviews (dIRs) and the voluntary 
disclosure program (vdp) as well as the newly established 
Centralized Case Intake unit, which is responsible for the 
case management information and prioritization system. 
the Internal Investigations unit also reports to the director 
of Int, who reports directly to the World Bank president. 
Int has a dotted line reporting relationship to the Audit 
Committee of the Board of executive directors.

Int stAffIng And ResouRCes

As of June 30, 2007, the Integrity department had a total 
of 56 staff members, a net decline of one as compared 

to fiscal 2006. open-ended and fixed-term professional 
staff increased by six while the number of professional 
consultants fell by seven (see table 10). there were 11 
administrative and client support (ACs) staff, as in the pre-
vious fiscal year. the number of investigators amounted to 
32, including three consultants. the remaining specialists 
included forensic accountants, procurement and database 
management specialists, resource management staff, 
and communications staff. Int’s team spans 29 different 
nationalities and 28 different language proficiencies. 
nearly half the department’s staff, or 46 percent, are 
female. Int continues to work to attract a more diverse 
team of qualified investigative staff. 

Int’s total budget allocation for fy07 was us$14.04 
million (see table 11). Int had requested and obtained a 
supplemental budget increase of us$4.41 million in the 
previous fiscal year. At that time, the department asked 
that the funding be made in the form of an increase 
in the department’s base budget, as the rise in Int’s 
commitments was expected to continue into future fiscal 
years. the Bank group’s senior management granted 
this request.

vIII. oRgAnIzAtIon, stAffIng, And ResouRCes

 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07

Bank staff
Investigators/other specialists 28 33  32 38
ACS/other support staff  9 9 6 6
Subtotal 37 42 38 44

Consultants/temporary staff
Investigators/other specialists 6 9 14 7
ACS/other support staff 4 4 5 5

Subtotal 10 13 19 12

Total staff and consultants 47 55 57 56

Staffing Levels (FY04-07)
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 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07
 
Base budget allocation 9.3 9.4 8.842 14.041

Additional allocation (midyear) 0.6 1.3 4.416 0

Total budget authorization 9.9 10.7 13.258 14.041

Budget in US$ millions (FY04-07) 
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hIstoRICAl dAtA

the Institutional Integrity department (Int) is designated 
by the World Bank group to investigate allegations of 
fraud and corruption related to World Bank-financed 
projects and operations, and allegations of staff miscon-
duct. the department also helps improve compliance with 
World Bank policies and prevention of fraud and corrup-
tion by training staff to detect and deter fraud and cor-
ruption. those activities contribute directly to the poverty 
reduction mission of the World Bank and aim to improve 
development results by helping ensuring that funds are 
used for their intended purposes. 

the World Bank’s current investigations function began 
with a small unit in the Internal Audit department in 
1997. In 2001, the unit was established as a new and 
separate department known as Institutional Integrity. the 
first years were characterized by rapid growth; external 
hiring to secure needed new skills and expertise; the 
development of operational policies and procedures; 
adjustment of these procedures in light of subsequent 
experience; and the introduction of new initiatives, which 
led to some major early successes along with some inevi-
table growing pains. 

Recognition within the institution grew over this time that 
the capacity to detect, deter and prevent fraud and cor-
ruption related to Bank-financed projects needed to be 
embedded in the organization at several levels for the 
long term, consistent with the fiduciary controls existent  
in other financial institutions. 

Int’s activities continue to evolve. for example, the official 
launch of the voluntary disclosure program in fy2007, 
after a 3-year pilot phase, is a major accomplishment. 
further steps are being taken to ensure that the detailed 
Implementation Review is of the utmost utility to the Bank 
group and Borrower Countries in helping improve the 
controls environment. In addition, based on stakeholder 
feedback, the integrity of the investigative processes is con-
tinuously improved by formulating new policies and pro-
cedures, while much attention is being given to increased 
transparency to Bank group staff and the general public. 

the department’s design and work has been subjected to 
outside review from its inception. three external reports 
were prepared by a noted expert, Richard thornburgh, 
former united nations under-secretary-general and 
united states Attorney general. they concerned a report 
on mechanisms to address problems of fraud and cor-
ruption, a report concerning debarment processes, and 
a final report on the foundation and direction of the 
strategic directions and Business plan of the department 
of Institutional Integrity. the last report looked at ways to 
improve quality, effectiveness, fairness, and efficiency of 
the investigative process. this outside evaluation of the 
adequacy and functioning of the structures, procedures, 
resources and management framework was taken into con-
sideration by the Board of executive directors in approving 
Int’s first three year plan. the thornburgh reports and 
department plan are available on the World Bank website.

the department reports directly to the World Bank 
president. It has a dotted line reporting relationship to the 
Audit Committee of the Board of executive directors. 

AppendIx 1
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teRms of RefeRenCe30

In pursuing its mission of promoting development and 
reducing poverty, the World Bank group31 strives to 
ensure that its funds, as well as those funds entrusted 
to the Bank group, are used for their intended pur-
poses. the Bank group is committed to working with 
governments to fight fraud and corruption. the Bank 
group is also committed to ensuring that Bank group staff 
work in an ethical environment, free from discrimination, 
harassment, retaliation, and the misuse of Bank group 
resources. the Bank group has created the department of 
Institutional Integrity (Int) to play a key role in pursuit of 
these objectives. 

Authority

the Bank group has charged Int with the responsibil-
ity for the investigation of fraud and corruption in Bank 
group operations. the Bank group has also charged Int 
with the responsibility for investigating allegations of mis-
conduct against Bank group staff. In both instances, Int 
reports its findings to senior management. In addition, 
Int assists in preventative efforts to protect Bank group 
funds, as well as those funds entrusted to the Bank group, 
from misuse and to deter fraud and corruption in Bank 
group operations. 

Independence 

Int’s activities must be carried out in an atmosphere free 
of improper influence, or even the perception of improper 
influence. therefore, to ensure the independence of 
its activities, the director of Int reports directly to the 
president of the Bank group.

Activities

Int maintains effective lines of communication to permit 
Bank group staff and the public to submit to Int allega-
tions of staff misconduct or allegations of fraud or corrup-
tion in Bank group projects. Int ensures that allegations 
can be submitted on an anonymous and/or confidential 

basis. Int also conducts its investigations with a view 
to preventing false allegations from causing harm to the 
reputations of wrongly accused individuals or firms.

In carrying out its investigative work, INT uses its expertise 
and lessons learned from its findings to recommend to 
Senior Management measures to prevent the misuse of 
Bank Group funds. INT participates in the training of Bank 
Group staff to prevent and detect fraud and corruption in 
the Bank Group and in Bank Group projects. In addition, 
INT devises pro-active efforts to identify and eliminate 
fraud and corruption in the Bank Group and in Bank 
Group projects. When warranted, INT prepares notices 
of debarment proceedings recommending to declare firms 
ineligible to be awarded future Bank-financed contracts 
for engaging in fraudulent or corrupt practices.

Int respects the rights of Bank group staff members 
by executing its responsibilities in a fair, impartial, and 
professional manner consistent with all applicable Bank 
group rules. Int also takes steps to promote an environ-
ment whereby Bank group staff can report misconduct 
without fear of retaliation. like all staff members, Int 
personnel adhere to the principles of staff employment, 
the staff Rules, and other relevant Bank group policies. 
Int is responsible for establishing its internal procedures 
and for ensuring that such procedures are consistent with 
externally recognized practices for conducting investiga-
tions in international organizations. In its dealings with 
firms and individuals not employed by the Bank group, 
Int acts in a fair and professional manner while main-
taining its obligation to protect the Bank group’s assets 
and reputation.

Access

When conducting its investigations, Int personnel have 
unrestricted access to all Bank group records, documents, 
and physical properties with the following conditions: 

Access to the contents of computer files and other ■■

electronic records shall be in accordance with the 
detailed Information security policy.

AppendIx 2

30  see the department of Institutional Integrity strategic directions and Business plan: A summary, Board Report no. 29756, July 10, 2003.

31   the World Bank group consists of the International Bank for Reconstruction and development, the International development Association, the International 
finance Corporation, the multilateral Investment guarantee Agency, and the International Centre for settlement of Investment disputes.
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Access to personnel records shall be in accordance ■■

with staff Rule 2.01 (Confidentiality of personnel 
Information).

Access to individual medical records shall be in ■■

accordance with staff Rule 2.02 (Confidentiality of 
medical Information and medical Records). such 
records are not available to Int personnel without 
the express authorization of the staff member or  
person to whom the records relate.

Access to the records of Conflict Resolution system ■■

providers such as the ombudsman and the mediation 
office shall be in accordance with the staff Rules 
establishing those offices. In the case of some of these 
providers, such records are not available to Int per-
sonnel without the express authorization of the staff 
member concerned.

Access to any documents in the possession of the ■■

Bank group that are covered by a confidentiality  

agreement with an external entity shall only be 
disclosed to Int in a manner consistent with such 
agreement.

Int personnel also have access to all Bank group staff 
to obtain information relevant to investigations in accor-
dance with staff Rule 8.01.

partnerships

Int works closely with the legal vice presidency on issues 
that relate to the legal status of the Bank group and its 
staff or its privileges and immunities, including debarment 
proceedings and contacts with national law enforcement 
authorities. In addition, Int coordinates with the Internal 
Auditing department and the operations evaluations 
department to ensure efficiency and effectiveness in the 
work of the three departments. finally, Int collaborates 
with the ethics office and the World Bank Institute to 
design and provide appropriate educational and aware-
ness training for Bank group staff and clients.
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AppendIx 3 
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tRends In CAseloAd – fIsCAl yeAR 1999-2007

TOTAl INvESTIGATIONS CASElOAD

 FY99 FY00 FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07

Carried Over   –   66  227  470  430  321 318 243 294
New Cases  167  400  545  550  339  354 352 292 239
Cases Closed   101  239  297  590  448  341 427 241 301

Year-end Total   66  227  470  430  321  318 243 294 232

INTERNAl INvESTIGATIONS CASElOAD

 FY99 FY00 FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07

Carried Over   –   19   52  109  112   71  94   77 86
New Cases   91  160  176  137  125  151 117  102 123
Cases Closed   72  127  119  134  160  118 134    93 152

Year-end Total     19  52  109   112   77   94  77   86 57

ExTERNAl INvESTIGATIONS CASElOAD

 FY99 FY00 FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07

Carried Over  –   47  175  361  318  244 224 166 208
New Cases  76  240  369  413  214  203 235 190 116
Cases Closed   29  112  178  456  288  223 293 148 149

Year-end Total  47  175  361  318  244  224 166 208 175

AppendIx 4
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exteRnAl InvestIgAtIve pRoCess

the department of Institutional Integrity (Int) receives alle-
gations of fraud and corruption via its telephone hotline, 
by fax, email, or regular mail. In addition, Int has 
retained a reputable outside firm to receive complaints 
through an “800 number” and via collect calls from any 
country and in a variety of languages, thereby allow-
ing complainants to communicate anonymously with Int 
without fear of their identity being disclosed. When an 
allegation is received by Int, the Centralized Case Intake 
unit (CCI) conducts the initial screening and assessment 
(preliminary inquiry) in order to determine whether the 
allegation received is prima facie credible and related to 
activities supported by the World Bank group. the initial 
assessment undertaken by CCI includes the drafting of 
a preliminary Inquiry Report (pIR). this report provides 
a precise summary of the allegation and evaluates the 
impact that the alleged corrupt practices could have on 
the Bank group’s reputation, finances, and development 
goals. According to a number of criteria the case will 
be ranked. the ranking is prepared in consultation with 
relevant Bank group staff in the affected Regional vice 
presidency units while final decision rests with Int. 

the number of cases of possible fraud and corruption in 
Bank-financed projects far exceeds the resources required 
to investigate every single case. therefore, since fiscal 
year 2004, Int has been authorized by the Bank group’s 
Board to use a triage approach to its external case man-
agement. Based on the ranking, cases are given a high, 
medium or low priority rating. Cases rated low are usually 
closed without further investigation, but all relevant infor-
mation is maintained in the Int database system (IntIs) 
for future reference and analysis. such cases may be revis-
ited if Int receives additional information. the ranking is 
determined in consultation with the Bank group’s Regional 
teams, but the final decision remains Int’s. 

since fiscal year 2004, Int has considered for investiga-
tion, and investigated, most high and medium priority 
cases according to the availability of resources. the 
criteria for ranking varied from region to region, and 

hence, there may have been disparities in the prioritiza-
tion of allegations. however, as of fiscal year 2008, Int 
has introduced a new approach whereby all allegations 
are ranked according to the same criteria, and all high 
priority cases will be actively investigated. this will 
require a selective approach to ranking based on priori-
ties and resources. All other cases will be ranked either 
medium or low priority.

medium priority cases are reviewed monthly to deter-
mine whether their priority should be adjusted up or 
downwards where relevant in relation to new incoming 
cases. these cases may be upgraded to high priority if 
new information is received and/or additional resources 
become available. low priority cases are closed auto-
matically after 30 days if no other information becomes 
available that justifies a change in the priority rating. 
such cases can be reconsidered for investigation if fur-
ther information becomes available suggesting a higher 
priority ranking is justified. this allows for more realistic 
and effective management of major investigations. It also 
allows for more effective communication with Regions 
about the status of investigations.32 

CCI records all information relevant to each complaint 
into IntIs. this information includes communications 
with complainants; inter- and intra-office correspondence 
regarding the project, companies named in the complaint, 
and all work product related to the matter. 

the length of any investigation will depend on a number 
of factors including the location of witnesses, willingness 
of witnesses to assist Int, the location of and availabil-
ity of key documents and the availability of Int staff. 
Investigative tasks include the collection and review of 
documents (contracts, contract evaluation reports, imple-
mentation reports, etc.), field visits to interview relevant 
individuals, observing the project as it is being or has 
been implemented, and report writing. 

once an investigation is completed there are three pos-
sible outcomes. A case is substantiated, if the evidence is 
sufficient to show that the alleged misconduct was more 

AppendIx 5

32   the lead Investigative officer and relevant Regional team leader of Int have standard monthly meetings with the operations director and procurement 
manager of each Region. In addition, Int briefs the Region immediately following investigative missions and provides exit briefings to the relevant Country 
director/Country manager about the findings of investigations.
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likely than not committed. It is unsubstantiated, if the 
evidence is inconclusive and unfounded if the evidence 
is sufficient to show that the alleged misconduct did not 
happen. A final Investigative Report (fIR) with findings 
and recommendations to increase vigilance with regard to 
fraud and corruption is sent to the office of the president, 
the affected Regional vice presidency units and sectors 
and other relevant staff. 

once fIRs are issued, the case is ready for closure. 
only CCI can close a case, which occurs after the 
assigned investigator has drafted a Case Closing 
memorandum and the lead Institutional Integrity officer 
(lIIo) has signed off on the closure. CCI will then  
verify that the process is fully documented and that all 

gathered evidence and files are properly submitted for 
archival purposes. 

other investigative outputs include referrals which are the 
formal passing of investigative findings and recommenda-
tions on a case-by-case basis to the borrowing country 
and/or a donor government by Int in coordination with 
the Regional or Country office; and follow-up investiga-
tions by Int, where applicable. 

An allegation found to be substantiated is brought 
forward to the evaluation and suspension officer (eo)  
(see Appendices 7 and 8). the identity of each sanctioned 
company and individual and the sanction imposed are 
publicly disclosed on the Bank group’s website. 
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InteRnAl InvestIgAtIve pRoCess

the principal objective in an investigation is to establish 
whether there is sufficient evidence to either: (i) substanti-
ate an allegation of misconduct which in turn provides the 
institution the means with which to hold the wrongdoer 
accountable: or (ii) refute (i.e., disprove) the allegation 
and clear the accused staff member of any wrongdoing. 
If the evidence is inconclusive or if the preliminary inquiry 
lacks specificity an allegation is unsubstantiated in which 
case the benefit of the doubt goes to the accused. 

the investigative and decision-making process related 
to allegations of staff misconduct aim to achieve three 
equally important goals: (1) investigative thoroughness; 
(2) transparency of process; and (3) protection of the 
rights of all parties concerned, including the rights of 
those who are accused and the rights of those who report 
allegations. Int’s standards and procedures for investigat-
ing allegations of staff misconduct are governed by the 
policies set forth in staff Rule 8.01. 

Int receives allegations of staff misconduct from individu-
als in and outside the World Bank, including anonymous 
complaints. When Int receives an allegation or complaint 
of staff misconduct, it first evaluates whether the alleged 
behavior, if it occurred, would constitute misconduct. If it 
does not, the matter is usually referred to the appropri-
ate manager(s), the human Resources team, or to both 
for follow-up and resolution in a non-disciplinary context. 
Int normally makes such referrals after consulting with 
the office of ethics and Business Conduct (eBC), human 
Resources, and/or the legal vice presidency. If the allega-
tion or complaint could constitute misconduct, Int evalu-
ates the totality of the allegation to determine whether 
the matter could be better addressed, in the first instance, 
through less formal means of intervention by manage-
ment or human Resources or within the framework of the 
Conflict Resolution system (CRs). Int makes these deter-
minations following consultations with the office of eBC, 
human Resources, and/or the legal vice presidency. 

Conducting the preliminary Inquiry

If Int determines that less formal means of intervention are 
not appropriate, it initiates a preliminary inquiry to deter-
mine if the allegation is sufficiently credible to merit a for-
mal investigation. If the information it collects does not sup-
port the allegation, Int may close the matter and explain 
to the staff member why Int will not be opening an inves-
tigation. If the information and evidence gathered during a 
preliminary inquiry supports the misconduct allegation, Int 
normally initiates a formal staff Rule 8.01 investigation to 
gather all relevant facts and circumstances. 

notifying the staff member

When allegations are sufficiently credible to merit a full 
investigation, Int notifies the staff member in writing 
of the alleged misconduct. this gives staff members the 
opportunity to respond to the allegations and to provide 
information, evidence, and/or the names of people whom 
Int can interview to support their explanation of what 
occurred. the notice includes a description of the alle-
gations, the relevant Bank group standards applicable 
to the allegations, an overview of the investigative and 
decision-making process, and a summary of the staff 
member’s rights and responsibilities. 

normally, Int first contacts the staff member, by email, 
within 24 hours to inform the staff member of the staff 
Rule 8.01 interview. In the email, Int provides the staff 
member a brief explanation as to the purpose of the inter-
view and the staff member’s right to be accompanied by 
another staff member to observe the interview proceed-
ings. Int also provides the staff member with a link to 
staff Rule 8.01, a document which lists the staff member’s 
rights and obligations under the staff Rule 8.01 process, 
and a staff guide to Int. 

next, an Int professional presents the staff member with 
the written notice in a private meeting at the beginning of 
the investigative interview. during the meeting, the staff 

AppendIx 6
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member is given the opportunity to review the notice in its 
entirety and to have his or her questions answered before 
a dialogue on the substance of the issues under investiga-
tion begins (the actual interview). the staff member may 
also request an extension of time in which to respond 
in writing and if the request is reasonable and justified, 
Int is flexible in granting such requests. A staff member 
has the right to respond to the allegations of misconduct 
during the course of the investigation orally, in writing, 
or both, and he or she may be required to do so by the 
person conducting the investigation (see staff Rule 8.01, 
paragraph 4.08). following the initial interview, the staff 
member is afforded ten business days in which to submit 
a written response to the allegations. 

gathering facts

the fact-gathering stage of the investigation normally 
involves interviewing staff members and other parties 
as appropriate, obtaining relevant documents and other 
information, analyzing the testimonial and documentary 
evidence, and making objective credibility assessments. 
In keeping with Int’s role as a neutral fact-finder, Int 
investigators collect evidence that is both inculpatory and 
exculpatory, and takes into account potentially mitigating 
factors, as appropriate. It does not act in any way as an 
advocate for any party involved in an investigation. Int 
asks all staff members to maintain the confidentiality of 
the investigations in order to maintain the integrity of the 
fact-finding process, to avoid the spread of rumors, and 
to protect the reputation of staff members against whom 
allegations have been made, who are presumed innocent 
until such time as the investigation is completed and the 
hRvp makes a decision based on the facts and evidence. 

Issuing a final Report

once Int concludes its fact-finding it prepares a detailed 
report of the investigation. this report comprises the 
administrative record upon which a conclusion of whether 
misconduct occurred is based. the report includes both 

inculpatory information, and evidence and information 
that is exculpatory or potentially mitigating in nature. 

Before the investigative report is submitted to the hRvp, 
the staff member is provided with a copy of the draft 
report. the draft includes all supporting information and 
evidence (all documents and testimony) used by Int 
investigators and made part of the record upon which 
a disciplinary decision would be based. staff members 
receive a copy of the draft so that they can point out any 
factual errors before the report is finalized, introduce any 
other relevant information that they believe may rebut the 
findings or support their position, clarify any of their previ-
ous statements, and comment on the report. A staff mem-
ber waives his/her right to review the final report if s/he 
refuses to respond to the allegations. If the staff member 
so requests, Int also provides a copy of the draft of the 
final report to the staff member’s outside counsel, if one 
has been engaged, and to the staff member’s counselor 
(e.g., a staff Association counselor). these parties first 
have to read and sign a non-disclosure Agreement prior 
to Int releasing to them a copy of the draft report. 

the staff member’s comments are then addressed in 
the body of Int’s final report and incorporated in their 
entirety into the final report, which is submitted to the 
hRvp for review and decision. If the staff member’s com-
ments to the draft report result in a substantive revision to 
its findings or conclusions, Int allows the staff member 
to review and comment on the revised draft report before 
it is finalized and submitted to the hRvp. to protect the 
reputation of the staff member, Int does not provide a 
copy of its reports on staff Rule 8.01 investigations to the 
staff member’s management chain. 

Int submits the final report to the hRvp for review and 
decision on whether misconduct occurred and what 
disciplinary measures, if any, are to be imposed. Within 
the time periods set forth in the applicable staff Rules, a 
staff member can appeal the decision of the hRvp to the 
Appeals Committee and then to the Administrative tribunal. 
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sAnCtIons BoARd hIstoRICAl dAtA

establishment and outcomes

In 1998, the Bank group institutionalized a sanctions pro-
cess by which in november of that year, the president estab-
lished a sanctions Committee. the sanctions Committee, 
an administrative body comprised of senior Bank group 
management, was responsible for carrying out independent 
administrative reviews of findings of fraud or corruption in 
Bank-financed projects and making recommendations to the 
president of sanctions to be imposed on those firms or indi-
viduals found to have engaged in such activities. 

the Bank group issued its first sanctions decision in 
march 1999 and has since debarred 340 firms and 
individuals. from 1999 through october 2006, in 
accordance with the Bank group’s sanctions Committee 
procedures, the Bank group would issue a notice of 
debarment proceedings against a firm and/or individual 
(the Respondent). the sanctions Committee would then 
review documentation submitted by both Int and the 
Respondent, hold a hearing and issue a recommendation 
of sanction to the president, who would ultimately issue a 
decision in the matter. 

In light of lessons learned through the implementation of the 
sanctions process and of recommendations made by Richard 
thornburgh in his 2002 Report Concerning the Debarment 
Process of the World Bank, the Bank group began reform-
ing its sanctions process. In 2004, the Board approved the 
first sanctions Reform package, which included:

replacing the Bank group’s previous sanctions ■■

Committee with a sanctions Board that would 
include external members;

establishing, as part of a new two-tier sanctions pro-■■

cess, an evaluation and suspension officer (eo) with, 
inter alia, authority to temporarily suspend a respon-
dent pending final resolution of the sanctions case; and

introducing measures to address a perceived need ■■

for more flexibility in the sanctions process.

during fiscal years 2005 and 2006, the Bank, IfC and 
mIgA undertook significant efforts aimed at furthering 
the World Bank group’s sanctions reform process, with a 
view toward bringing about a harmonized World Bank 
group approach to sanctions. one important feature of 
the new approach is that a person or entity debarred from 
doing business with either the Bank group, mIgA, or the 
IfC will be debarred from doing business with all of them. 

In August 2006, the Board approved the second sanctions 
Reform package, which called for further reforms of the 
Bank group’s sanctions procedures, including:

expanding sanctions beyond procurement-related ■■

violations;

expanding the Bank group’s definitions of fraud, ■■

Corruption, Collusion and Coercion to those that 
were harmonized with other mdBs;

introducing a new sanctionable practice: obstructive ■■

practice;

introducing new IBRd/IdA Anticorruption guidelines ■■

and amending them to the general Conditions of 
loan Agreements both of which explicitly state bor-
rowers’ duties to address fraud and corruption, 
which formerly were only implicit obligations;

revising the procurement and Consultant guidelines; and■■

incorporating the Bank group’s private sector arms –  ■■

the IfC, mIgA, and the Bank group’s partial Risk 
guarantee (pRg) operations – into the sanctions regime.

the new sanctions process became effective on october 
15, 2006. subsequently, the sanctions Board held its 
first meeting on march 16, 2007 and evaluation and 
suspension officers (eos) for the IBRd/IdA, IfC, mIgA 
and pRg operations also started operations at that time. 

As the former sanctions Committee, the current eos  
and the sanctions Board operate under Board-approved 
sanctions procedures. Because of the particular nature 

AppendIx 7
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of their activities, separate sanctions procedures exist for 
Bank-financed, IfC, mIgA and pRg activities. pursuant to 
the new sanctions procedures, possible sanctions include 
a public letter of reprimand, conditional non-debarment, 
debarment with conditional release, debarment (either lim-
ited or indefinite) from participating in future Bank group-
financed activities, and restitution. sanctions imposed con-
tinue to be posted on the Bank group’s external website as 
was the procedure under the former process as well.

Case management

under the new sanctions procedures, if Int finds sufficient 
evidence of sanctionable misconduct, the case is referred 
to the relevant eo – the first tier. the eo reviews the 
evidence submitted by Int and, if the eo determines that 
the alleged fraud or corruption has more likely than not 
occurred, the eo issues a notice of sanctions proceedings 
(notice) that includes a proposed sanction. the eo may 
also temporarily suspend a firm or individual from bidding 
on Bank-financed contracts pending the final outcome of 
the sanctions process. If the firm or individual does not 
contest the allegation within 90 days of the issuance of the 
notice, the sanctions Board will issue a decision without a 
hearing and impose the sanction recommended by the eo.

If the firm or individual contests the allegations or the 
recommended sanction, the case is referred to the World 
Bank’s sanctions Board – the second tier. the Board, con-
siders the allegations and recommendation in the notice, 
along with any response from the firm or individual, 
before taking a final decision in the case. the Board may 
also, upon the request of a Respondent or Int, hold a 
hearing as part of its deliberations
 
sanctions process staffing and Resources

the new sanctions process has resulted in considerable 
changes in staffing and resources. there is currently one 
full-time eo for IBRd/IdA and three part-time eos for 
IfC, mIgA and pRg respectively. the sanctions Board 
(second tier) is comprised of three Bank group staff and 
four external members. Additionally, for cases involv-
ing IfC, mIgA, and pRg operations, separate external 
and internal members with specific expertise have been 
appointed. since April 2007, the position of secretary 
to the sanctions Board, has been filled by an Acting 
secretary. Appointment of a secretary to the sanctions 
Board is expected in fiscal year 2008. 

ThE SANCTIONS PROCESS (FY99-FY07)

  FY99 FY00 FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07 Total
Sanctions-related Actions a 

number of Cases Received b 8 6 4 7 15 23 2 1 2 68
number of Committee sessions c 7 11 9 8 5 8 6 2 1 57
number of Cases heard  5 8 2 4 8 16 13 2 1 59

Number of Sanctions Applied 
number of debarments
 firms  7 37 15 3 14 55 54 4 1 190
 Individuals  2 8 4 1 8 71 45 9 0 148
Total Debarments  9 45 19 4 22 126 99 13 1 338

number of letters of Reprimand
 firms  -- 1 2 -- 2 4 1 0 0 10
 Individuals  -- -- -- --  -- 3 5 0 0 8
Total Letters of Reprimand -- 1 2 -- 2 7 6 0 0 18

Total Sanctions Applied 9 46 21 4 24 133 105 13 1 356

a   Although the Committee followed a sanctioning process and debarred 99 firms and individuals, the totals may not add up as some firms and individuals were 
debarred under more than one case.

b  In some instances, more than one session was convened to deal with a single case; in other instances a single session was able to deal with more than one case.  

c  one case was dealt with by the sanctions Committee twice, in fy01 and fy04.
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WoRld BAnK gRoup sAnCtIons mAnAgement: sanctions proceedings flowchart 
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Within a reasonable time frame

INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE 

EO reviews proposed Notice to determine if sufficient evidence to 
issue a Notice to Respondent.  

SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE 
Within 45 days upon receipt from INT  

Posting of temporary suspension on Bank’s Client 
Connection website.

Respondent does not contest  

Within 30 days 

Sanctions Board hearing

Upon reasonable notice 

No hearing requested

Sanctions Board deliberations 

2

Department of Institutional Integrity (INT) submits proposed Notice of 
Sanctions Proceedings to Sanctions Evaluation and Suspension Officer (EO). 

EO issues a Notice of Sanctions Proceedings 
(including the EO’s recommended sanction 
and intention to temporarily suspend) to the 
Respondent (with copies to Sanctions Board 
Chair and Director of INT). 

EO does not issue the Notice and 
notifies Director of INT (proposed 
Notice of Sanctions Proceedings 
returned to INT). 

Within 45 Days of issuance Notice Within 30 days upon Submission of Explanation

Within 75 Days of issuance Notice

Respondent Submits 
“Explanation in Opposition 
to Temporary Suspension.”

Start of temporary suspension (unless 
EO, upon receipt of Respondent’s 
Explanation, decides otherwise).

EO withdraws Notice for manifest error or insufficiency of 
evidence. EO notifies Respondent and Director of INT. 
Proceedings are closed. INT may resubmit a revised Notice. 

Within 90 Days of issuance Notice

Respondent contests (by sending “Response to Notice of 
Sanctions Proceedings” to the Sanctions Board). Sanctions 
Board sends Response to INT. If Respondent requests 
hearing it must say so in the “Response.”

Sanctions Board issues decision 
imposing the Sanction recommended 
by the EO in the Notice. No hearing.INT submits “Reply in Support of the Notice of Sanctions 

Proceedings” to the Sanctions Board. If INT requests 
hearing it must say so in the “Reply.”

EO notifies IFC/MIGA/World Bank Partial Risk Guarantee 
(PRG) EOs about temporary suspension. 

If available and authorized by Sanctions Board Chair: 
Submission of additional evidence (either from INT or 
Respondent), together with “brief argument.”  

Either INT or Respondent submits additional arguments and 
evidence in response to above mentioned additional materials.

Sanctions Board issues the “Final Decision” 
(copies to Respondent, INT, relevant 
Executive Directors, and IFC/MIGA/PRG).

Sanctions Board notifies INT and 
Respondent. Proceedings terminated. 

INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE 
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WoRld BAnK gRoup unIts ResponsIBle foR InteRnAl ContRol 
And oveRsIght of opeRAtIons

AppendIx 9

UNIT FUNCTION

Department of Institutional Integrity  Investigates allegations of fraud and corruption in World Bank-
financed projects and allegations of staff misconduct. formulates 
recommendations to protect the integrity of projects to Regional 
operations

IFC Business Risk Department  provides anti-money laundering/combating the financing of terrorism 
advice, support, training and tools for IfC staff; develops, implements 
and monitors internal controls

Inspection Panel  Receives and investigates claims from project-affected people 
alleging that they have been harmed by World Bank violations of its 
own policies and procedures

Internal Auditing Department 33 34  performs audits to assess the adequacy and effectiveness of the 
Bank group’s network of risk management, control, and governance 
processes

loan Department  Reviews and signs off on the financial management and 
disbursement aspects of loan agreements

Independent Evaluation Group  Assesses which projects and programs work, which do not, and the 
lasting contribution to a country’s overall development

Operations Policy and Country Services  provides advice and support on preparing and implementing 
lending and non-lending operations and managing portfolios, 
including oversight of the World Bank’s procurement and financial 
management functions and guidelines that govern lending 
relationships and conditions

Quality Assurance Group  Conducts real time assessments of the quality of the project portfolio, 
including supervision, financial management, and monitoring and 
evaluation

Trust Fund Quality Assurance and seeks to improve fiduciary compliance with safeguard policies
Compliance Unit 

33   the Auditor general reports to the president and is under the oversight of the Audit Committee acting on behalf of the executive directors (the Board). this 
reporting arrangement promotes objectivity and adequate consideration of audit results. the mandate of the Internal Auditing department extends to virtually all 
activities of the World Bank group except for medical records of Bank group staff and the ombuds services.

34   the Internal Auditing department provides audit support to Int’s investigative teams at their request.
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AppendIx 10

hoW to RepoRt AllegAtIons of fRAud, CoRRuptIon, oR  
stAff mIsConduCt

how to Contact Int

Allegations must concern the Bank group  
or Bank-financed operations:

DIRECTlY

 Telephone  +1 202 458 7677

 Fax  +1 202 522 7140

 E-mail  investigations_hotline@worldbank.org

ThROUGh A TOll-FREE INDEPENDENT FRAUD AND CORRUPTION hOTlINE 
(external service – 24 hours/day):

 Telephone  +1 800 831 0463  
  (translation facilities available)

 to reverse the charges (collect calls) +1 704 556 7046

 Country Office staff: call the toll-free number through  
 an At&t operator or call the collect number.

BY MAIl:
 pmB 3767
 13950 Ballantyne Corporate place
 Charlotte, nC 28277
 usA

If you choose to contact Int anonymously, please be as specific  
as possible with the information you provide.
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displaying the use of funds, mitigates the risk of corruption.

tRAnspARenCy At WoRK
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